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THE NEW 1 PIN TEAR DROP

The ‘1 Pin Tear Drop’ is The safest and most attractive narrow pop Re-designed riser covers
m anufactured  and ta ilo red  w ith top you can buy. It has one very special N ot ju s t cosm etic, they m ake for

precision  to  your specific feature, only 1 P in is needed to close the ease o f  use, p reventing the risers
requirem ents, w ith custom  colours reserve! This m akes packing the reserve as from  falling o ff  your shoulders at
and no extra charge. easy as any o ther single p in  reserve container. any tim e.

Unique and revolutionary shaped harness: ensures unsurpassed com fort, extra padded leg pads fo r com fort 
in both the aircraft and under canopy.

The new ‘1 Pin Tear Drop’ guarantees you the TSE expertise, advice and after sales service. You know you have
the best rig in the world with the ‘1 Pin Tear Drop’.

CALL NOW! ASK FOR CHRIS, GARY OR SALLY.
Manufactured to BS 5750: Part 2:1987 / ISO 9002-1987. TSE Standard 1: Issue 2 (as amended), approved by the Australian Civil Aviation Authority 

CAA under Civil Aviation Order CAO 103.18 - Equipment Standards - Emergency - Parachutes.
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and their AAD

On 8th November 1992, in Skydive Arizona, Tamara Koyn and Dale Stuart shared equal first place to win the World Freestyle Championships. 
Photos by Jamie Paul and Ray Cottingham.

Dale Stuart

Tamara Koyn



% We have in stock a large selection of Canopies, 
Rigs and Accessories, including

^  ALSO IN STOCK - CYPRES AAD’ s
If you’d like a CYPRES in your rig, but haven’t got a spare £800, -  we can help!

0MP
BLUE TRACKS
PINTAILS
SABRES
FURYS
PDs
CLIPPERS
COE-Ds
SWIFTS
RAVENS

TEARDROPS
ATOMS
RACERS
ZEROX
VECTORS
ALTIMETERS
HELMETS
JUMPSUITS
GEARBAGS

We’ ve set up a Credit Facility, at a competitive APR, here 
at the Kit Store, whereby you can have the security and 
peace of mind of a CYPRES straight away, but pay for it via 
Direct Debit over whatever period you can afford.
This facility is also available for Canopies, Containers or 
Complete Systems.

We’ re located on a Drop Zone, so you can try out our Demo rigs 
or jump your new Kit straight away

Call or write for a Brochure and Stock List f V/SA

Rob Colpus and Sarah Brearley at The Kit Store, The Airfield, Headcom, Kent, TN27 9HX 
Tel - 0622 890 067, Fax - 0622 891 236
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N E W S  & EVENTS

CANOPY COLLISION

Andy Woodmansey, of the UK FS Champions 
Airtime, died after a low level canopy collision 
with his team mate Kevin McCarthy. Kevin 
survived the incident but is in hospital with 
serious head injuries.

The accident, at Skydive DeLand, happened 
after a low level 4-way jump. All team members 
were heading towards the landing area. It is 
thought that Kevin and Andy were at some 
point facing away from each other; when they 
turned they collided at a height of about 70ft. 
They fell to the ground under collapsed cano
pies and Andy died immediately. Kevin’s life 
was probably saved by the fact that he landed 
in a ditch where the moist ground was softer. 
His facial injuries were severe enough to war
rant an emergency tracheotomy; he was trans
ferred to hospital and underwent emergency 
surgery. In addition to his facial fractures, 
Kevin has a crushed vertebra, broken collar 
bone and internal injuries. The team were in 
Florida for a training camp.

BIG PRIZE 10-WAY SPEED

10,000 French francs are on offer for the win
ners of the first European International 10-way 
speed star competition. The meet is being 
organised by Alexis Perry, of Boogie Perform
ance, to take place at Colmar, France, from the 
21st to 23rd of May; there will be six rounds. 
Jump prices will be 130fr and there will be a 
minimal team registration fee. Teams will be 
able to carry out practice jumps on the 20th of 
May. There will also be prizes for the second 
and third placed teams.

Alexis is hoping to make this a yearly event 
with the aim of building the nucleus of a World 
beating team to take on the Americans who 
are at present unrivalled in this event.

Teams should contact Alexis at Boogie Per
formance for registration information. There 
will be a limit of about 15 teams so British 
teams interested should book early.

1993 US NATIONALS: 
OPEN COMPETITION

This year’s US Nationals will take place at 
Skydive DeLand from September 18th to 26th. 
The events will include 4, 8, and 20-way rela
tive work, 10 way speed stars, 4-way sequen
tial Canopy Formation, 4-way canopy rotation 
and 8-way speed formation.

The jumps will be made from the centre’s two 
Twin Otters. Foreign teams are invited to com
pete, they will be eligible for separate category 
of awards.ln addition to the competition, Sky
dive University will be running a Boogie before 
and during the Nationals. Skydive Deland has 
already had entries from around the world, 
they expect to have about 600 skydivers at the 
event.

PILATUS PORTER AT IPSWICH

Ipswich Parachute Centre will be operating a 
turbine Pilatus Porter this year. This will be the 
only permanently based Porter available for 
parachuting on the British mainland. It will be 
at Ipswich most of the time with the exception 
of its occasional use elsewhere for competi
tions. The Centre are urging jumpers to turn up 
and support the plane hoping it will attract 
enough experienced jumpers and justify its 
continued operation. The club has no height 
restrictions, a good cafeteria, excellent rigging 
facilities, a bar, bunk house (rough but free) 
and free camping on the airfield.

UK NATIONALS
The 1993 National Championships in Classics 
(Freefall Style and Accuracy Landings), and 
Canopy Formation will take place at British 
Skysports, East Leys Farm, Grindale 
Bridlington.

The Classics categories will be: Senior - Team 
and Individual Accuracy Landing, Freefall 
Style. Intermediate - Accuracy Landing, Free- 
fall Style. Novice - Accuracy Landing. Canopy 
Formation: Senior - 4-way rotations, 4-way 
sequential, 8-way speed formation. Intermedi
ate - 4-way rotations, 4-way sequential. Entry 
forms, eligibility criteria, rules and formation 
blocks and randoms can be obtained by con
tacting the BPA Office.

The FS Nationals will be held at RAFSPA, 
Weston-on-the-Green from Sept 25th to 3rd 
October

SKY-EYE SEQUENTIAL

Martin Evans’ organization is going to be sta
tioned at Stockholm Parachute Club during 
June/July 1993. Their RW coaching, load or
ganizing and Video services will be available 
for boogies and other events in Europe after 
this. Martin’s organisation can also provide 
cheap advertising through Sky-Eye’s Video 
Billboard. Enquiries to Martin Evans by Fax: 
(813) 783 2618.

APOLOGIES: For missing out Chris Allen from 
the Council members line-up in the last SP.

STOP PRESS:

British Women’s Record Attempt: If you are
interested in taking an active part, please send 
details: Name, address, Experience, Jump 
Number, Regular Skydiving Centre and pass
port photo to Adrian Thornton, Raven, 8 
Shipley Rd, Honiton, EX14 8UX. Tel: 0404 
44801

SWMBIOSIS SUITS
* J  AT THE TOP FOR TEN YEARS

m JUMPSUITS, 
^ WARMWEAR

^  FALL RATE EQUIPMENT 
" f  PARA BAGS

by Rob Colpus & Sarah Brearley 
Fast Delivery 
Gu aranteed Workmanship.

SEND FOR BROCHURE EE) 7S
The Airfield, Headcorn. Kent TN27 9HX 
Tel: 0622 890967 Fax: 0622 891236
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CORRESPONDENCE
PROPOSED CHANGE TO FS RULES

Dear Ed,
Andy Fair’s proposal fo r  another category in the 

4-Way event is not a new idea. This proposal was 
defeated about 5 or 6 years ago when I chaired the 
Comp Committee. We were totally against it then and 
I'm against it now for the following reasons.

I f  you think i t’s a good idea to invent more 
categories fo r  people that presently come away 
without medals, then it would be logical to have about 
6 or 7 categories; i f  you only have 3 then a lot o f  teams 
are still going to be "also rans". As it’s obviously 
absurd to have 6 or 7 levels, this argument breaks 
down. Therefore to settle fo r only one more is totally 
arbitrary, as is the criteria that is chosen fo r  
qualification in this category. I t’s a case o f inventing 
medals to suit ability, rather than improving ability to 
win medals.

The premise that more people will be attracted to 
the Nationals is also spurious, we have had an 
excellent turn-out in the Nationals 4-Way event over 
the last several years, much larger than at Regionals, 
where the chance o f a medal was much higher.

People enter to take part, there are always mini 
competitions going on between groups o f teams 
irrespective o f where they are on the score board, and 
there still will be i f  this proposal is accepted.

After passing the present intermediate stage a 
competitor needs dedication and talent to win a medal 
in the Seniors, o f course, that’s how it should be, we ’re 
talking about the NATIONALS after all. Look back at 
the winners o f the bronze over the last 5 years and 
you’ll find a lot o f  new faces with relatively low 
experience, who have worked fo r  their award. Look at 
the bottom o f the score board from 5 years ago and 
you ’11 find people who are now in the medals. To put 
in this arbitrary level will only water down their 
achievement.

Look at an example; I f  a team that presently scores 
around 5th place decided to enter the top level 
because o f the challenge, when they could have 
entered the middle level, they will not receive any 
medals whilst those under them with equal or greater 
experience take a gold. Is that middle gold team going 
to feel good? I f  they do then as fa r  as I ’m concerned 
they can save their money and I ’ll send them one o f 
my old medals fo r their mantlepiece.

The criteria that Andy has chosen will leave only 
about 5 teams in the top level, and to call the middle 
level “senior” is just another “warm feeling” in the 
pants.

Please don’t do this, it will stifle dedication and 
water down our premier competition.
Rob Colpus IPC FS Committee

PS A junior level to encourage 8-Way might be 
more worth looking at.

T-PIECE
Dear Ola,

I ’m currently a student halfway through my square 
conversions and hopefully about to get my Cat 8 
(mainly thanks to the excellent attitude to student 
progression o f Headcorn Parachute Centre). During 
an orientation jump I sneakily tried a ‘T ’ and ended 
up moving into just about every position except that 
elusive *T \ The advice I got to rectify this was pretty 
vague and contradictory, it really hit home that 
practically all the post-Cat 8 instruction is geared to 
Formation Skydiving and no one really has a clue

about freestyle. This is not what I expected after 
spending every bad weather weekend during the two 
years (37 jumps) o f my progression, gawping at likes 
o f the “Travelling” movies, thinking, one day that’ll 
be me. So I tried to get in contact with the World 
Free-Style Skydiving Federation (reported in the June 
issue), no one could help, even an expensive phone 
call to the USPA came up with a blank, they ’d never 
heard o f them. I then referred to some o f the skydiving 
books available, eg Dan Poynter’s, ‘Parachuting - the 
Skydivers Handbook ’ and there’s lots o f useful tips on 
how to do good turns, back loops, deltas and tracks, 
but is there anything on how to do stand-ups, T ’s, 
daffy’s etc? O f course not.

So how about running something o f Free-Style 
techniques, perhaps on a similar line to Chris Lynch's 
article on ‘Back Ins ’ in the August/September issue. 
Maybe someone might be willing to divulge the secret 
location  on the W orld F ree-S tyle  Skydiving  
Federation. I f  today’s students ca n ’t get any 
instruction in this form o f the sport i t ’ll never take off 
(I’m sure that’s the wrong phrase, but what the hell). 
M ost new skydivers want to learn Formation 
Skydiving, myself very much included, but surely, this 
isn’t the only way to fly; freestyle should be given its 
chance.

Oh by the way, whilst I ’m writing I might as well 
ask, whatever happened to that SAS man who was 
going to attempt to break the world altitude record, 
skydiving from 120,000 ft?  I ’m sure its been over a 
year and yet we’ve heard nothing on whether the 
attempt was successful or not, or whether it even took 
place or not, so come on, what happened?

Yours 
Phil Halper

SP ran an article by Jeff Lewis (April 1991) and 
Tamara Koyn (Feb 1989). For the book your after - 
look no further than page ...8 (Book Review). As fo r the 
altitude record -  I've tried to follow this up with no joy.

UNSURE INSURED
Dear Ola,

I am writing in response to the recent letters 
relating to the BP A insurance as discussed in the 
letters and also as mentioned in the committee minutes 
(Yes I do read them) and Base jumping. Having only 
been in the sport since July 91, I still consider myself 
very much a beginner with 62 jumps and CATIX. I am 
therefore concerned at my lack o f knowledge o f the 
BP A rules, regulations and facilities.

Just prior to my 1st 5 second delay I was informed 
that I had to be a fully paid up member o f the BP A and 
if  I  signed this piece o f paper all would be well. Ifilled  
it in along with club membership which was also 
required and paid the vast sum o f money required. I 
did not care as long as I was on the next possible lift 
and went freefall.

Since then I have not received anything in the way 
o f Rules, Regulations or benefits appertaining to 
either BP A or club membership.

My point therefore is this; I  was not sent info about 
the insurance coverage offered by the BP A, therefore 
I do not agree with the statement made in the council 
meeting minutes by Steve Hastings that it was within 
council s remit to decide. At this point in time I am not 
aware o f where and what the insurance provided by 
the BPA covers, nor are many that I  have discussed 
this with at my local DZ. Personally I would like the 
insurance to cover all D Z’s located in the UK, BPA 
affiliated or not.

As BASE jumping is not seen as being associated 
with the BPA how am I to know as I have not received 
a copy o f the Rules and Regulations which I assume 
state this.

Perhaps it is possible to publish a fu ll set o f rules, 
regulations and benefits in the mag, this would save 
money in distribution costs. Perhaps you could 
publish a list o f  DZ’s not affiliated to the BPA then at 
least we would know where we stand.

Also on the subject o f attendance at the AGM and 
committee meetings, how about varying the location 
around the country occasionally as i f  there were to be 
one down south then perhaps I  may come along.

Finally, having sent my £5 and attempt at entering 
the competition, I was hoping to see the results 
published in the February mag. When do we find out 
the results.

All o f the above is meant to be constructive and not 
destructive, congrats on a good mag.

Blue Skies & Safe Dives 
Keith D M iller C9880

The Clubs and Centres page lists all clubs 
affiliated to the BPA -  i f  a club is not in, it's not 
affiliated.

BASIC LOGIC
Dear Ola,

I t ’s been interesting to note the attitudes towards 
jumping at various levels in the hierarchy o f our sport, 
and I ’ve been wondering just where our esteemed 
Council (and assorted CCls) have been to collect the 
stone tablets that they’re obviously quoting from; 
‘Thou shall notjump except from an airplane, lest thou 
shalt surely be binned’.

Now I know that the governing body knows best, 
and only has our interests at heart, and somebody has 
to protect us from ourselves (after all, base jumping’s 
dangerous, not at all like skydiving, right?), but what 
gives the council and Ms Buckle the right to make 
reprisals against a member who involves himself in 
this ‘pirate’ activity, on ‘our’ behalf? I don’t fo r a 
moment believe that it’s fo r  the good o f the sport’.

Okay, someone screwed up on the Hilton jump and 
someone died, which is never a good thing, but what 
makes you think that binning someone fo r life or 
throwing them o ff the DZ is going to achieve anything, 
other than fostering resentment at your high-handed 
attitude? Is it just that you want to be seen to be ‘doing 
something’, no matter what?

Now, I ’ve never done a Base jump. I only qualified 
last year (thanks Lyn), and I have neither the 
experience yet nor the bottle to fling myself o ff 
anything less than two grand high. That doesn ’t mean 
that I ’ll never do it, or wish that nobody else should 
be allowed to take the chance. After all, i f  you 
retrospectively binned every member who had Based, 
you would find that the PI programme was suddenly 
coming under a lot o f pressure to replace all the 
instructors who had suddenly been sacked!

I f  I ever decided to Base something, it would be the 
prospect o f bouncing that I would take fa r  more 
seriously than the C ouncil’s attitude. Official 
disapproval never stopped anyone doing anything, 
you just do it quietly!

First we get a glowingly favourable review o f the 
book ‘Ground Rush’, which is hardly likely to put 
people o ff Basing, then we get reprisals against those 
involved. Hardly consistent, is it? (and yes, I do know 
that it was not the Council that reviewed the book).

SPort
Parachutist

April /May 1993
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Why don’t they bin the author? - 1 know, i t’s ‘cos he's 
still alive!

So come on guys, get o ff your high horse and stop 
playing politics with people who can't fight back. 
That’s to the detriment o f the sport, not its benefit. 
Base jumpers are human too!

Blue skies 
David Schofield C9730

OK You win... how can anyone argue against a 
guy who brandishes such logic as: Okay someone 
screwed up on the Hilton jum p and someone died, 
which is never a good thing (para 3).

BCPA
Dear Sky diver

This letter is to introduce you to the newly formed 
British Freefall Camera Association (BFCA). The 
Association has got the support o f many o f the top 
cameramen in the country but we would like to stress 
that the Association is fo r EVERYONE either jumping 
camera at the moment, or intending to jump camera. 
Camera jumping is one o f the top risk areas o f our 
sport and one o f the primary aims o f the Association 
is to make sure that its members are jumping as safely 
as possible by learning as directly as possible from the 
experiences (and sometimes mistakes) o f others.

Further aims o f the Association will be to build a 
photo/video library; to form  a reliable pool o f  
videographers willing to attend the BP A Regional 
Competitions, Club Competitions and Boogies; and to 
help in the production o f training/promotional videos 
to cover all aspects o f our sport and the media.

A member’s meeting will take place as soon as 
possible to decide a subscription to cover operating 
costs; to begin work on the immediate practical aims 
o f the Association; and to discuss how to go about 
achieving longer term goals. Constructive ideas and 
any offers o f help are welcome.

I f  you are interested in joining the BFCA please 
contact us at the address below with the following 
details: Name; Address; Number o f jumps; Number o f 
camera jumps; Camera equipment; The Club you 
usually jump at.

Best Wishes 
Kevin Hughes D4778, British Freefall Camera 
Association, 80 Burgass Road, Thorneywood, 
Nottingham, NG3 6JL, Tel 0602 586 052

PEEVED SCOT
Dear Ola,

I t ’s getting to the time o f the year when everyone 
will be moaning about the price o f BP A membership. 
For less than the price o f a pint o f beer a week, (and 
most o f us drink a lot more than that) you get a pretty 
good magazine every 2 months (ish!), third party 
insurance should you decide to hook into the DZ 
owners new turbo 4WD sports car, and the backing o f 
an organisation which although not perfect, has kept 
us flying and jumping safely fo r  the last god knows 
how many years.

Spare a though fo r we poor sods in Scotland who 
on top o f this have to pay £50 per year membership 
fo r the honour o f jumping from the clubs C206’s.

No membership - No jump! No wonder some o f the 
experienced regulars are pissed o ff at being forced to 
pay this sum, only to see it being used to subsidise the 
huge number o f free  ‘team training ’ jumps the 
instructors do with each other.

At least the BP A try to further, and put in to the 
sport, not just take from it.

Signed: Ex member SPC 
G Rolland D9449

PS Good kit fo r sale in classified’s

SOLO AFF
Dear Ola,

I am a bit mystified by a recent STC change to the 
rules regarding AFF graduates. I have been a RAPS 
student at the Cornwall Parachute Centre for the last 
year. In that time I made 20 jumps progressing to 15 
sec delays. This January I took advantage o f a trip the 
US to complete an AFF course at Skydive Deland 
(Thanks guys Yahoo). Upon my return at Cat 8, so I 
thought, my CCI tells me he can’t let me jump unless,
a) I go back to 15 sec delays or
b) travel a few  hundred miles to the nearest BP A 
recognized AFF centre to do 10 solo jumps. I  can 
understand doing the solo jumps but why only at an 
AFF centre?

At the CPC I would be jumping AFF kit, the same 
kit I used fo r my first 20 jumps. I would be briefed by 
the same advanced instructor who briefed me for my 
first jump, my first freefall, etc. I am familiar with the 
DZ and its hazards and I don ’t have to spend hours on 
the road and money I don’t have, being recently made 
redundant, just getting to the drop zone.

Tony Butler's only explanation fo r the rule was that 
I would be jumping under the auspices o f an AFF 
instructor. This seems to indicate that either the 
instructor at skydive Deland is not up to BP A standards 
and I ’ve wasted $800, or that the instructors at Cornwall 
are incapable o f evaluating my freefall skills now even 
though they could before my AFF course.

There seems to be a third but less plausible 
explanation. The BP A wants to discourage jumpers 
from attending AFF courses abroad even though the 
weather and facilities may be better. I f  anyone can 
give me a reasonable explanation o f this situation I 
would be glad to listen.
Eric Schneider BPA 536 936

INCIDENT REPORTS AGAIN
Apologies to Ray Sayers fo r  truncating his letter 

last SP. It should have read as follows...
Dear Ola

I t’s a wet and windy Sunday so I thought I ’d add 
my contribution to the incident reporting debate and 
in particular examine the letter from D Evison-Jowett.

The first point he raises in that aircraft are certified 
f it  fo r  parachuting. The Bandeirante used at the 
Tilstock boogie wasn ’t and that resulted in a fatal 
accident.

Next, the equipment is fool proof. What about the 
student at Cranfield who died as a result o f  a twisted 
belly-band throw-away? Neither he nor his instructor 
spotted it on the flight line check.

Thirdly, the jump pilot is highly trained. Probably 
so, but no amount o f skill could have saved the Twin 
Otter from crashing at Perris Valley last year. Then 
there was an incident at Cranfield a few  years ago 
when too many jumpers went to the rear o f the Sky liner 
resulting in a dangerous stall situation. There the 
pilot’s skill came through but the consequences could 
equally well have been more serious than bruises 
bearing in mind that this was another aircraft not 
cleared or modified fo r parachuting.

Next point, the jumpmaster knows his job. Not so 
I ’m afraid. I  myself have been instructed to exit an 
aircraft when we weren ’t on run-in. Being over the DZ 
at exit altitude does not constitute run-in and being in 
free-fall in controlled airspace over a commercial 
airfield without clearance isn ’t very smart.

D Evison-Jowett is correct in saying that the 
jumper can throw a spanner in the works. However, 
as I have demonstrated above the actions o f  
negligence o f an individual can result in the death or 
injury o f others.

I would also like to add my support to you Ola, and

to Kevin Hughes and Gary McGuinness in developing 
a more open style at incident reporting. When I see a 
USPA mag I read the accident reports with great 
interest. There accurately report circumstances and 
experience o f the jumper etc, but are anonymous fo r  
legal reasons and to remove embarrassment. I do not 
find them gory but a great source o f information which 
enables me to make my sport safer.

Yours sincerely 
Ray Sayers D7991

Meanwhile, M r Evison-Jowett replies:
Dear Ola,

May I, through your columns thank the chap in 
charge o f that undiscovered DZ in the Sky fo r ensuring 
that in all o f my 47 years in safety equipment and 
parachuting I  never had to work, or jump with such a 
pessimistic, unconfident, incident orientated, accident 
report dominated jumper as BPA 545327, Ray Sayers, 
Letters February 1993.

Blue skies, soft landings and all confidence in 1993. 
D Evison-Jowett 387566

THE LANGAR SECTION...
Dear SP

A short time ago I completed an AFF course at 
Langar British Parachute School. I would like to 
thank everyone at Langar fo r  their help and 
encouragement whilst I was doing my course. I would 
also like to thank my instructors: Dave Morris fo r  the 
ground school, Dave Morris and Nick Everett fo r the 
Level 1 stage. Thanks Nick fo r helping me on the 
ground with my problems and through to Level 4. Last 
but not least a special thanks to Dave Hickling CCI. 
The individual was o f the highest standard, taking me 
from my Level 2 to my Cat 8.

Blue skies (short as they may be),
Gary Cunningham BPA 457230

...CONT’D
Dear Ola,

I just have to share my good news with everyone, 
especially beginners who are dreaming o f getting 
their Cat VIII. Well, let me tell you nothing is 
impossible i f  you want it badly enough! Thanks to 
everyone at Langar fo r  their help and sheer 
determination on my part (not to mention the secret 
tears shed). I  completed my RAPS course on 1.2.93 at 
the age o f 45.

That day will go down in my personal history book 
as the happiest day o f my life, or was that my wedding 
day? So long ago I can’t remember. So the message is 
don’t give up. Jump at Langer!

Blue Skies 
Gieda Sabastian 10272

PAY AS YOU JUMP
Dear Ola,

At the Council meeting o f the 8th December it was 
decided to reduce the insurance cover provided to 
BPA members to exclude non BPA drop zones in the 
UK. The main argument seemed to be that, in the event 
o f a large claim on a non BPA DZ, insurance 
premiums might go up. There was no mention o f 
discussions with the insurer as to whether this would 
be the case (and presumably i f  it were, reducing the 
cover at the subsequent renewal would redress the 
balance). Nor was there mention o f the reduced 
premium (and hence reduced membership fee) that 
should result from such a reduction in cover. It is 
difficult to see how the jumping members o f the BPA 
benefit from this decision.

Since DZs are businesses and presumably already 
have to carry liability insurance, Kevin Hughes’

April / May 1993 SPort
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alternative, where that cover is extended to provide 
third party cover fo r all jumpers and the additional 
cost recovered through the cost o f a jump, as for  
example at Bill & Ted's, has got to be a fairer 
approach - the more you jump, the more you pay. 
Pete Shew BPA 448919 C l0029

PLFS
Dear Ola,

It has recently become apparent to me that a certain 
amount o f confused thinking exists regarding the 
teaching o f  parachute landing fa lls  to student 
parachutists. The conventional teaching o f PLFs was 
apparently brought into question by one o f our 
Northern colleagues at an Instructors Convention a 
year or so ago. As I understand it, the whole emphasis 
was to be put on the student landing in a correct 
parachuting position and parachute landing rolls as 
such were not to be taught. To my mind, this latest 
attempt to re-invent the wheel has resulted in teaching 
methods and concepts which are at best inefficient and 
at worst positively dangerous to the student.

We are all o f course agreed that in order to avoid 
injury the student must land in a correct parachuting 
position. We also know (or should know) that a major 
fault is resisting the ground with the consequent 
danger o f spinal damage. With a student on a round 
canopy, no specific landing direction can be 
guaranteed; never mind unmodified reserves which 
are inherently oscillation prone. A parachute landing 
involves both vertical and horizontal speeds and it is 
in order to absorb both o f these that the PLF should 
be correctly taught.

I firmly believe that the mechanics o f this landing 
technique should be understood by all our new 
instructors and that the conventional teaching o f PLFs 
should be re-instated throughout the BPA. It is with 
the intention o f reopening the debate in the interest o f 
student safety that this letter is copied to the Chairman 
oftheSTC.

Yours sincerely 
Doug Peacock

Rob Noble-Nessbitt replies...
Landing training fo r  beginners. After reading 

Doug ’s letter, I decided to write this article in order 
to dispel some o f the misconceptions he raises.

Firstly, the training method I developed is not a 
recent ‘invention’ as he suggests, I started to make 
changes in landing training some seven years ago, 
they were made very gradually over a period o f about 
four years. They involved decreasing the amount o f 
time spent practising rolls and increasing the amount 
o f time spent practising the landing position. They did 
not involve less landing practice and in fact, I found 
four or five practice sessions to be more effective than 
the commonly accepted three sessions. In 19911 was 
invited to present my ideas to the Instructor's 
Convention largely because it was known that I was 
achieving good results with this training system. What 
follows is an explanation o f the events which led to me 
making these changes.

About eight years ago I noticed an increase in 
student (first jump) landing injuries which, with 
hindsight, probably coincided with a change in the 
type o f people being attracted to the sport. I also 
witnessed a specific incident which made me question 
the value o f what I had been teaching fo r the previous 
fourteen years. A young man in his early twenties was 
making his f ir s t  jum p. He had been able to 
demonstrate an immaculate landing and rolling 
technique during training. He injured his pelvis and 
back when he attempted to roll before his feet had 
touched the ground. After talking to him, I was left in 
no doubt that he had been injured because his mind 
had focused on the roll as a priority at the expense o f  
the landing position. During the following twelve

months, I  monitored first jump landings very closely 
and I  noted that no student suffered an injury i f  they 
simply maintained a correct landing position, the fact 
that they failed to roll after touching down seemed to 
have no detrimental effect. I also took into account the 
type o f injuries I had observed; the vast majority were 
injuries to the lower leg and particularly the ankle 
area. I  have little doubt that this is caused by incorrect 
leg or foot placement at the point o f contact with the 
ground, not a failure to roll.

I spent the next four years making very gradual 
changes o f emphasis in landing training. By the end 
o f that period, I had dramatically reduced the amount 
of time spent on rolling practice and finally took the 
step o f eliminating rolling practice altogether. During 
the following three years or so I trained more than 
1,000 students in this manner. These are the results:-

There is no indication o f an increase in injury rates. 
There is a decrease in mistakes in the body position at 
the point o f touchdown with a probable reduction in 
potential injuries as a consequence.

Students are taught not to resist the ground and 
despite what Doug believes, I cannot recall a single 
injury to the head, neck or spine o f a student I have 
trained by this method. There certainly have been 
none in the last two years. Students make fewer 
mistakes because they have one very simple task to 
perform. This is an important factor in minimising 
confusion and fear.

Injuries do still sometimes occur and as in the past, 
they are virtually always ankle injuries which are 
caused by an incorrect leg or foot position. Not one 
single student has suffered an injury which could be 
attributed to a failure to roll.

I would like to make it clear that I have never 
claimed that the standard PLF with roll is not a good 
way to land, o f course it is! Neither have I suggested 
that no students should be taught to roll. However, it 
is worth remembering that this system o f landing was 
developed fo r the military purposes and as such, was 
intended to be executed by fit  young men who have 
been intensively trained over an extended period o f  
time. It is also worth remembering that despite this 
degree o f training, injuries to military parachutists 
are not unknown and there is plenty o f evidence that 
teaching sport parachutists to roll is no guarantee o f  
injury free landings.

There may be some CCIs out there who are lucky 
enough to train only f it ,  well co-ordinated, 
fast-thinking students, but unfortunately, that is not 
the parachuting world I inhabit. I  train people 
between sixteen and fifty years o f age with extremely 
variable levels o f ability. A sizeable proportion o f  
these students are at the lower end o f the parachuting 
ability range, and trying to teach them to perform an 
effective roll in a choice o f one o f six directions at a 
moment o f stress is roughly the equivalent o f trying to 
teach them an advanced gymnastic skill. Simply put, 
it is completely beyond their capabilities.

I train people o f varying ability and jump them onto 
a Drop Zone which is virtually entirely grass covered. 
I f  your circumstances are different, another system 
may very well be more appropriate. It certainly makes 
no sense to blindly follow a training system which does 
not suit the requirements o f your students or Drop Zone.

Despite all this, I  do agree with Doug on one point. 
While round canopies remain in the sport, Instructors 
should understand the mechanics o f the roll. I  still 
teach students to roll, but I do it in a simplified way 
and at a time when I believe that they will be capable 
o f using the technique effectively.

Finally, I would caution any Instructor against a 
sudden change in training methods, remember that I 
took several years to make the changes I did and I 
carefully monitored the results fo r several months 
before making further changes. It is also important to 
remember that what you are able to teach your

students in the “classroom” is by no means a 
definitive reflection o f what they will actually do 
under the pressure o f a “real jum p”. In other words, 
try to look through the eyes o f your students when 
assessing the content o f your training programme.

Go cautiously 
Rob Noble-Nessbitt D 881

SEX MACHINE
Thanks fo r the Swansea article. We appreciated it 

a lot. Dave Howerski liked the picture but asks me to 
point out that it is not, in fact, a bald patch, but a solar 
panel fo r a sex machine. Happy Friday 
Chris Jones D8783

MORE TUNNELS
Dear Ola,

I was given a nudge to write by a letter from Steve 
Cashell reference the use o f wind tunnel’s in student 
training. Recently I  spent a few  week’s in Deland 
training four AFF students. Two did very well but two 
were a little weaker, so after much effort by instructors 
and students, the two decided to return home feeling 
frustrated at not completing the course! Anyway later 
on in our trip we visited a wind tunnel in Orlando. 
There was a guy there who had done AFF level I, after 
3 minutes in the tunnel, he was on the ball. Upon 
seeing this I  felt frustrated at not using this brill 
training on our other students, in fact all student’s just 
to teach the basic pos!?! Basically it really impressed 
me!
Andy Kelly D8045

VIDEO NASTIES!
Ever been to a boogie and wished you’d  bought a 

video? Well, there are several people who went to the 
1992 Polish Helicopterboogie who wished they 
hadn’t. I f  you’re out there Wendy Smith, i t’s about 
time you sent out the videos you ’ve ‘supposedly ’ made 
fo r which w e’ve all paid cash in advance. I ’m sure it 
doesn ’t take over nine months to get the video ready. 
So come on Wendy, pull your finger out and come up 
with the goods fo r which you’ve been paid.
Signed Mr Angry (Paul Heighton)

PROMOTE THE SPORT
Dear Ola

lsn 7 it about time more people knew us we existed.
I ’m referring mainly to the use o f car stickers to 

advertise ourselves. Having recently (18 months ago) 
came back into the sport after an absence o f a dozen 
years, I ’m still amazed that, although a nationally 
recognised sport, it seems that we are still the ‘Secret 
Society ’ as fa r as Joe Public is aware. Okay, we don’t 
want our DZs so overcrowded that we can’t get a lift, 
but it would be nice to know that folk generally 
recognise us. About a year ago I purchased ( “...who’s 
the prat with the sticker?”) a BPA logo sticker fo r  the 
rear windscreen because I enjoy the sport, and proud 
to advertise it. I ’ve had a couple o f notes left under the 
wipers, and also passing enquiries. On a bank holiday 
meet last year at Netheravon (local centre) I was the 
89th vehicle to look in at the guardroom fo r JSPC. It 
was only 0930 hs. I estimated at the end o f the day over 
140 plus vehicles came in, a very busy manifest! 
During a lull between lifts, I did some ‘logo spotting ’ 
Flying Tigers, Freds, Falcons etc, lots o f other club 
stickers, but I was the only one with good old ‘Bravo 
Papa Alpha ’! Now that our yearly fee is £43, wouldn 7 
it be nice o f the BPA to pop a sticker in the next issue 
ofSP  for all to display? I t ’s only pennies after all

Stable openings 
Vic Hamshaw BPA 531307

Parachutist
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B O O K
REVIEW

A n Arabian Stag Frontover Inverse 
Deanna is difficult but not as dirty as 

it sounds. I t’s a routine I put together after 
reading the aerial freestyle guide book and 
I have to be honest I have only tried it in 
the swimming pool so far -  and did I get 
some funny looks!

Freestyle as a discipline is growing fast: 
There is now a world federation, two world 
level competitions have been held, and no 
video is complete these days without a few 
freestyle routines. The reason is obvious, this 
is a photogenic discipline, you can do it on 
your own or with others, you can train in 
elements of it without a plane, and further
more there is the possibility of it appealing to 
the non-skydiver as a spectator sport. Be
cause it has taken off so rapidly, the provision 
of tuition facilities is lagging behind demand. 
I think this book will be deservedly popular.

The authors have been thorough indeed, and 
have overcome some of the complexity in
herent in trying to explain in a book some-

O O K

% Compilation of fm t i jk  S k iv ing  
IMom and “How to Terform ‘Them

BY D A L E  S T U A R T

thing so reliant on motion and the third di
mension. The book explains the basic build
ing blocks of freestyle (PACE - Position, 
Action, Control, Extras) before moving onto 
the Poses, and then the Moves (Tee moves, 
Daffy Moves, Rolls Turns and Pirouettes, 
frontloops etc). Within each section the 
moves are broken down into their elements 
based on the PACE format. This shows how 
the move is built up and makes clear the 
relations between different moves, although 
it is weak in giving hints on how to get your 
body to actually perform the maneuvers. The 
illustrations are excellent. The simple clear 
line drawings (as above) do the job well 
given the limitations of two dimensional rep
resentation. After each description there are 
comments filling in some of the background 
to the move; such as the first known per

former. There is a listing which includes the 
difficulty rating (between 1 and 10) and ac- 
knowlwdgement of the first person to per
form the move in a WFC competition.

But, you say, no matter how good, I can’t 
learn freestyle from a book. Well, the book 
has one more trick up its sleeve to help: in the 
back is the listing of the moves making up 
the routines performed in commonly avail
able videos such as ‘Travelling II’ and ‘From 
Wings Came Flight’. So, armed with the 
book and a video you could make a pretty 
good start at self tuition. Meanwhile we await 
the official BPA Freestyle category system, 
approved freestyle instructors and perhaps 
even a UK wind tunnel.

Details:
$29.95 plus $1.50 P&P. Order by mail, tele
phone or fax. Pay by Credit card, cheque 
drawn on US bank or International Money 
Order. Skydiving Book Service PO Box 1520, 
1725 N Lexington Ave, Deland, FL USA 
32724. Tel: 904 7364793. Fax: 904 736 9786

SQUARE ONE AIM FOR THE BEST

Supporting the world of skydiving.
Call Victor or Virginia today. Use our tollfree number to place your order: (800) 877-7191

2095 Goetz Road, Perris, California 92570 
Tel: (714) 657-8260 Fax: (714) 657-8179

Visit b o th  stores conveniently lo c a te d  d irectly  on  the d ro p  zones a t  Perris a n d  California City. 
2095 Goetz Road, Perris, CA  92570 •  5999 Curtiss Place, Unit A . C alifornia City, CA 93505

2 3  CD's]
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What does it take to fly  a 
\balloon over Mount Everest?

J L  ; Two and a half million 
M ^ d o l lars, miles o f  fax paper, a 
few  lost friendships, and a broken 
rib!

Readers of SP will have been 
treated to a preview of this book in 
SP Feb '92 and seen some o f the 
photographs taken over the roof of 
the world. Well, Leo D ickinson’s 
book is out and ready to grace your 
bookshelves -  or coffee tables. I 
mention this because although the 
book is a normal size (whatever that 
is) it is filled with a stunning collec
tion of colour photographs which 
almost fill the room with fresh 
mountain air; it’s not the sort of book that 
should be put away on the bookshelf after 
reading.

W hat about the words? W ell, Leo spins a 
good yarn, he has a mischieveous sense 
of humour and an eye for the irony in a 
situation. One fact that hit me from read
ing this book is that by far the most diffi
cult part o f such a trip is the organisation, 
including keeping people together and 
relations harmonious; flying the balloons 
over the mountains was a fraught experi
ence but it was nothing compared to get
ting the expedition arranged and every
one in place for the flight. The story

OVER

By Leo  
D ickinson

P ublished by 
Jonathan  
Cape 
£14.99

started as long ago as 1988 and included 
Chris Bonington, Per Lindstrand and 
Richard Branson amongst many others, 
the first planned expedition did not even 
include Leo. The cast o f characters 
changed constantly, and the attempt was 
on and off so many times I lost count. Leo 
was determined that this flight would 
happen and equally determined that the 
only way to get decent film of the event 
was to have two balloons. How it all 
finally came together is a story that takes 
up much of the book. It is fascinating 
reading and would make a film in itself. 
The book also has plenty of historic anec
dotes in it, with some first hand accounts

of the Virgin Atlantic near-disas
ter, the Pacific crossing, the first 
ever powered flight, by biplane, 
over Everest in 1933 (Leo by 
chance finds the sole living mem 
ber of that historic flight), and 
even a surprising story involving a 
Yeti -  no, not Leo, though looks 
he does look quite Yettish with his 
woolly beard set against a back
drop of snow and mountains.

Painting characters is one of Leo’s 
narrative strengths and many a 
character past and present flit 
throught the pages of the book. He 
does not flinch from honest assess
ments of himself, his fellow ad
venturers, and their ups and 
downs. Adventurers are not a mild 

mannered self-effacing breed; throw 
them together, add in some stress, stir in 
a liberal dose of boredom  (waiting for the 
weather) and you have a recipe for some 
hot scraps. There is much use of material 
from the diaries of team members and this 
brings the book an intimate and absorbing 
dimension.

Once I ’d finished the book, I leafed back 
through it having another look at the pic
tures; suddenly England felt very flat and 
very small.

NB. Special Book + Video offer see Clas
sified Ads

Viear your heart on your shirt!
If you love skydiving so much, why keep it a secret? These great new T - Shirts and sweatshirts in top quality cotton, 

are available exclusively from BLUE SKY Sports They are equally at home on the DZ or in the pub, and make great presents

T-SHIRTS £11.99
SWEATSHIRTS £16.99

C H O O S E  F R O M  T H E S E  4  D E S I G N S  
W I T H  T H E  S L O G A N  
O F  Y O U R  C H O I C E

"For once you've tasted flying, you'll walk the earth 
with your eyes turned skyward, for there you 
have been and there you will long to be." 11 Leonardo Da Vinci

Post this coupon to: NEW CONCEPT, PO Box 61 Winchester S023 8XR
Registered address: New Concept Winchester Ltd, 1 Palm Hall Gose, Winchester, S023 8JL

Oesiad QuaT-Shirts
ritity
Sweats S

SiMe
1 XL*

Cok
&> f Price Total

w„’\

CALL NOW 
TO ORDER:

A He who hesitates will inherit the earth. 21 
B Gravity is a myth. The earth sucks. 22

Lines open 24 hours

I Cheque attached, payable fo NEW CONCEPT
□  Pteose debit my ACCESS/MASTERCARD/VISA 

I Card Number:
' ' i i i i i i i  n r r r

I Signature:_______

P&P* £2.50
Total

Valid Until 1 [ |

Name:

0962 877717 
or 840769

Address:

P|ease allow 28 dâ for delivery
Post Code:

* UK mainland onĴ PhoneJonnternational ratey

SP7*a.
'port
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D evelopm ent
-  the way ahead

Introduction
At the development meeting held on 15th 
February a view was formed that regular 
correspondence through the magazine to 
the membership about our activities 
would be an advantage. The purpose of 
such reports is not to be a restatement of 
the minutes of the Committee meetings 
but to highlight important issues and keep 
you informed about what action we are 
taking on them.

Disaffiliation
As chairman, I would like to state that I 
have no axe to grind with anyone -  We 
live in a free market economy and 
competition is a good thing -  it improves 
the breed! Therefore, DZ operators are 
entirely at their liberty to affiliate their 
businesses to the BPA or not. I would 
prefer that all clubs and centres were 
affiliated to the BPA. My reasoning behind 
this is that the dangers we all face as sport 
parachutists in this country, come from 
without. A view must be taken which 
extends not just for the days and months 
ahead, but for years into the future. You 
must be clear about this -  There are 
organisations that exist with the prime aim 
of stopping our parachuting activities 
entirely, the Airfield Environmental Group 
being just one of them.

To organise our defence as effectively as 
possible, one solid and powerful 
organisation will be more effective than a 
collection of smaller splinter groups. 
Divide and rule? It rings a bell 
somewhere!

After much discussion the Committee 
decided that if a Club or Centre wishes to 
disaffiliate itself from the BPA, then we 
should undertake to visit the operator and 
discuss the cause of discontent. Unless 
we take the trouble to find out we shall 
never be any the wiser and indeed, we 
should never be able to address the 
problems effectively. We should view 
ourselves as the BPA providing a service. 
If we are failing to provide the service that 
people expect, then we must, without 
delay, investigate the cause and attempt 
to find a remedy.

New membership retention
The Committee discussed at length the 
subject of Student retention. The letter 
written by Dave Prince in 1992, 
‘Preaching to the Converted’ was once 
again brought to the attention of the 
Committee. The idea is to target those

individuals who are 
converting from 
‘Student’ to full BPA 
membership, 
having performed 
their first free fall 
descent.

Currently, such individuals receive a 
membership card and a copy of ‘Sport 
Parachutist’. The proposal is that they 
should receive a more informative 
package to include a personalised letter 
which welcomes and congratulates them 
on becoming a full BPA member. This, 
together with information about the BPA
-  its aims and services etc. should assist 
us in making new full members feel 
welcome and valued.

This package is currently being drawn up 
by the Development Committee as a 
matter of urgency.

BPA third party insurance 
cover

This is a most difficult and contentious 
issue. Whatever decision is made will 
inevitably result in upsetting someone 
somewhere. It is vitally important to look 
at this problem from every angle and 
much more information is required.

Council has asked the Development 
Chairman to further investigate with the 
BPA insurers alternative insurance 
possibilities, following 
the decision by council to 
exclude non-affiliated 
clubs from the scope of 
the insurance cover. A 
meeting with the insurers 
on the 18th March has 
been arranged.

Public relations
The Committee felt that 
his was an area in which 
the BPA are particularly 
lacking. We really must 
promote our activities 
fully to the media.

Kevin Hughes indicated 
that some of the aspects 
of the newly formed 
‘British Freefall Camera 
Association’ (BFCA) was 
to make available to the 
media, video film of 
skydiving events. He has 
kindly offered to assist 
the BPA, through the 
BFCA, to obtain better 
publicity of skydiving 
events, in particular 
coverage of our National 
Championships. In this 
way we hope to increase

the profile of the BPA and skydiving to the 
public at large.

AGM -  review
Great disappointment at the poor 
attendance at the meeting in January was 
expressed. There has been a steady 
decline in recent years and various 
reasons for the causes were put forward.

It is clear that something positive must be 
done to stimulate interest in this annual 
event in the future. There was general 
agreement that new members should be 
attracted.

Throughout 1993 effort will be made to 
generate interest in this meeting with a 
focus once again on those individuals 
who have converted to full membership.

Conclusion
All in all a good start to 1993 for the 
Development Committee. Above all, we 
aim to be effective. A short report will 
appear as a regular contribution to ‘Sport 
Parachutist’ to show you, the 
membership, that we are trying to do our 
best to make the BPA what you want. 
Your comments on these and any other 
issues are most welcome and will be 
appreciated -  write to me at the BPA 
offices!

Chris Lyall
(Development Committee Chairman)

sAFFari Excursions
The alternative skydiving adventure 

£1300 secures you:
■ 10  days at a private drop zone/gam e ranch in 
Southern Africa
■ internationally experienced instructors will guide you 
through level 1-8 A FF (equivalent to BPA Cat 8)
■ return airfare and airport transfers
■ evening gam e viewing w ith ‘sundow ners’ at private 
game ranch
■ cultural evenings and all the fun and sun you can 
handle!
■ state o f the art eq u ip m en t..............................

What are you w aiting for?
Slots are lim ited and will be secured on a first come, 
first serve basis. Com plete your A FF course and have 
a superb holiday at the same time.

For an information pack telephone 0622 891292

SPOr!
Parachutist
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THE MAN

N oel Farrelly was a skydiver from  Northern Ireland. 
In the early part o f 1977 he was on a four man team 
that decided to come across to the Hereford 

Parachute Club at Shobdon fo r  some practice prior to a 
competition in Ireland.
He was the least experienced of the four and after a few practice 
jumps it was obvious that he was having difficulty linking up with 
the other three. John Boxall, who was chief instructor at Shobdon 
at that time, suggested that Noel try a new jumpsuit that he, John, 
had recently brought back from the United States. It was much 
larger and had quite a lot of wing area under the arms and might 
be an assistance to closing with the other three.

N o e l’s firs t fligh t w ith this jum psu it show ed a m arked 
improvement in his flying although he still didn’t link up with his 
mates. (The thinking at the time had us believe that it was the suits 
that flew the man. Even the World Champions Mirror Image had 
enough material to give a good impersonation of a modem day 
camera suit).

They went out at 7,500ft and separated at 3,500ft to track away 
from each other, Noel waved to his friends, did a 180 degree turn, 
and tracked away. At approximately 2,500ft he brought his right 
hand in and pulled the ripcord.

There was an interval said Noel, “Then I heard a flapping sound at 
my back. I didn’t quite know what had happened because it wasn’t 
the normal type of sound that I had been used to.”

“I remember”, he said later, “turning my head back and catching 
sight of one of the two small spring-loaded pilot chutes, just behind 
my right shoulder. I could not understand why it was in that 
position and concluded that it must have caught on one of the small 
hooks on the side of the pack. What I didn’t know was that this 
pilot chute, and the other one, had come over my shoulders and 
crossed around my neck, and then done it again, creating a very 
tight knot and trapping the parachute in its deployment sleeve.”

At this stage he wasn’t quite sure what the problem was... but he 
knew he had a problem! However it didn’t worry him too much, 
because his training had conditioned him to accept the possibility 
of a malfunction. He knew he had a sound reserve parachute 
clipped on the front, the only thing that was bothering him was 
what exactly was behind him?

“The flapping sound continued, as did my freefall, and I knew for 
certain then that the canopy hadn’t deployed properly, and I was 
going to have to get my reserve parachute out !”

All his training had conditioned him to ‘cut away’ first, but for 
some reason he didn’t. Why not? Noel takes up his own story.

April/May 1993



"Had I done so I wouldn’t be alive today. 
The main parachute would have gone up, 
tightening the pilot chutes around my neck, 
and would have hung me.”

“I have thought a lot over the years as to why 
I didn ’ t do it... possibly a lot of reasons... one 
can say providence perhaps? Or perhaps my 
eyes caught sight of those pilotchutes 
around my neck and my subconscious was 
aware that it would be very dangerous to cut 
away. At that time I was confused... not 
about the situation but about my own action
-  why wasn’t I doing something that I was 
conditioned to do? Glancing at my altimeter 
I saw that I was under a thousand feet and I 
knew I had to get my reserve parachute out 
no matter what the situation was.”

“I knew that there was a very strong 
possibility that my reserve would tangle in 
whatever was behind me, so I made an 
attempt to catch the spring-loaded pilot 
chute from the reserve as it came out, and 
throw it away to get a certain degree of 
lateral separation from the tangled mess 
over my back !

“Unfortunately the reserve parachute did 
what it was supposed to do; it shot out past 
my face. But when the last portion started 
flapping in my face and I knew instantly that 
something had gone dreadfully wrong.”

Strange as it may seem, up till then Noel 
wasn’t too put out. He had felt confident that 
he could handle an emergency as most 
reasonably experienced parachutists would. 
Noel continues:

“I knew that all my tra in ing , all my 
knowledge was of no avail, that everything 
that could be done by me had been done and 
it hadn’t produced the right effect.”

“A t th is  s tag e  I had  tw o u n o p en ed  
parachutes and I was hurtling towards the 
earth at 100 miles an hour. I realised that 
impact with the earth at that speed meant the 
end of the human body. I then experienced 
what I would describe as terrifying fear; 
terrifying fear is appalling loneliness, the 
feeling of being utterly abandoned where 
one’s knowledge is of no further use, there 
is nobody that can help. It was probably the 
worst few seconds of my life and I hope I 
never ever find myself in that situation 
again.”

It’s worth a moment’s thought here, there is 
no training on earth, no mountaineering 
epic, no cave diving ‘out of air’ nightmare, 
no Special Forces survival course that could 
p rep are  you fo r, or s im u la te  N o e l’s

predicament. The absolute certainty of 
death!

“I was at the point where I had the choice of 
despair or something else and the something 
else was a very simple thing. I started to 
pray. Not that I would say that 1 am a terribly 
religious person but I have a sort of practical 
approach to these things. I suppose there has 
always been a certain spiritual dimension in 
my life and it seemed a very appropriate 
thing to do at the time. I realised that I was 
going to be meeting my maker in a very 
short period and I thought it might be a good 
idea to make a few introductions.”

terrifying fear is appalling 
loneliness, the feeling of being 
utterly abandoned where one’s 
knowledge is of no further use

In our interview there is a very Irish smile 
on Noel’s face. “I was now quite relaxed but 
it was a different kind of relaxation to what 
most people would experience. I didn’t have 
any worry because I had off loaded any 
worry in effect and my mind was working 
very very fast. There were many thoughts 
going through it. Time just seemed to 
expand.”

“People say to me did your life flash before 
you? And I say, yes it did and it was so good 
I called for a rerun! I have had a good life, I 
have never had any serious unhappiness. I 
felt that being involved in skydiving was a 
great adventure and if this is the way it was 
going to end then it was as good a note as 
any to go out on. I didn’t feel cheated and I 
didn’t feel bitter or angry about anything. I 
reflected on my family and my friends. To 
the best of my knowledge I hadn’t done

anybody any serious damage and I didn’t 
think there was anybody that was really 
going to cheer at my demise.”

“I was then 35 years old, I’d had a good 
crack at life. Had I been 19,1 might have felt 
very very different. As many thoughts and 
memories raced through my mind, I found 
myself haunted by the words of a song. This 
was a song made famous in the 1960’s by an 
Australian group called the Seekers. It was 
called ‘The Carnival is over’ and I think it 
was because in my own mind I had always 
looked upon skydiving as a great carnival in 
the sky that I was now relating the words of 
this song which said ‘The Carnival is over 
we will never meet again’. It was one of 
these strange little tricks of the mind.”

“I then recall glancing at my altimeter and I 
was somewhere around 300ft or so. I can’t 
remember exactly but it was very, very low 
and I can remember the ground not coming 
at me as such but spreading out in front and 
to the sides, rather like a huge green carpet 
full of patches being pulled from underneath 
me. I can also recall the horizon being 
slightly above my line of vision, a most 
unusual situation that no skydiver ever 
experiences in freefall.”

“I can remember at this point having my last 
conscious thought, -  ‘This is going to be a 
very, very hard landing but I know I am 
going to survive.’ Just after that my vision 
became slightly blurred, I seemed to be 
loosing my peripheral vision and then 
suddenly it was as if a black screen came 
down in front of me.”

On the ground, John Boxall, the instructor, 
had been w atch ing  though  pow erfu l 
binoculars. What he saw horrified him.

Gtmiimml on fiacje. 15...

n V *  n  t*l Altitude Warning Device

Probably the best 
in the world!
M a n u f a c t u r e d  b y :  Mosevej 3, P.O. Box 25

_________-  r  4070 Kr. HyHinge/Denmark

W B n t s g a a r t  Phone:+ 45 42 40 44 05
= =  H  Fax: + 4 5 4 6 7 5 7 7  22

Price -  £125.00 plus £3.00 post and packing.
UK DISTRIBUTOR -  SWARD SPORTS LIMITED, Mill Farm, The Fox, Purton, 

Swindon, Wilts. SN5 9EF. Tel: 0793 772323 Fax: 0793 772085
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P l a r a G e a r

The best known nam e on the planet.

SERVING TH E WORLD

When it comes to skydiving, Para-Gear is the best known company worldwide!

The best, year after year, in:
• Inventory • Selection
• Big 160-page catalog • Competitive pricing

• Fast shipping anywhere on the planet

More individuals and organizations worldwide use Para-Gear 
for all their equipment needs than any other.

Don’t you deserve to have the best working for you too!

Send for your catalog Today! Catalog + Air Mail Postage to Europe, South 
America, Canada, Alaska, Hawaii, APO, FPO: $6.50.
Catalog + Air Mail Postage to Africa, Asia, Australia: $8.00.

poro-qeor equipment co., inc.
3839 W. OAKTON STR EET • SKOKIE, IL 60076 USA • (708)679-5905 • TELEX: 724438 • FAX: (708)679-8644
$25.00 minimum on credit card purchase f ll f l 41"*]

Dealer Inquiries Invtted I j l u  ^  
Member Parachute Industry AssociationINTERNATIONAL
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“The parachute was starting to deploy out of 
the backpack and resulted in a U-shaped 
malfunction. In other words the parachute 
was coming off his back, streaming up, and 
then back down, attached around his neck.”

“I watched the guy looking or trying to look 
over his shoulder and figure out what was 
wrong. At this point he realised that he had 
got major problems and decided to deploy 
his reserve parachute. Had he cut away, he 
would have hung himself.”

“So he chose instead to pull the reserve 
parachute. It was a bit of a gamble, if the 
reserve became entangled in the main then 
he would have big problems. Sadly, this is 
exactly what did happen -  the main went 
straight up into the U-shaped tangle of the 
main parachute. I continued to watch this 
falling body struggling to release this mess 
from around him, but it wasn’t until I started 
to pick up trees in the background that I 
realised exactly how low he was”. John kept 
him in the binoculars all the way down and 
lost him as he disappeared through the trees, 
still in freefall. Just momentarily before 
impact he noticed a partial inflation of the 
reserve canopy. He ran to his car and dashed 
to the point of impact.

Noel had come to earth a few hundred 
metres from the runway, by a hedge that 
fringed one of the pasture meadows around 
the airfield. John screeched to a halt at the 
edge of the field, and started running.

“I will never forget jumping out of my car 
and running over to where he had landed, 
and then suddenly realising that maybe I was 
not going to experience a pretty sight. I 
stopped myself and psyched myself up for 
what I was going to see and, in fact, 
wondered to myself what the hell I was 
running for”.

“I then looked over at where the impact 
happened and, much to my amazement, I 
found this guy in a very crumpled mess, 
lying there but moaning, obviously in quite 
some pain. As I got closer I realised that the 
pilot chute had gone through his mouth and 
jammed up under the helmet, and so had 
forced his jaw right down into his chest. The 
guy was actually choking to death at that 
very moment!”

“It was very ironical, I had loaned him this 
new extra large jum psuit to assist his 
freefall, and it was probably the turbulence 
from the jumpsuit that caused the accident... 
or a combination of jumpsuit and the type of 
p ilo t chutes that were attached to his 
parachute. They were what is known as a

spider-type parachute and pilot chute, and 
have since been banned. The ironical part 
about it is that although the jumpsuit caused 
the incident; sewn into the leg was my 
survival knife. Therefore I was able to use it 
to cut the bridle cord from around his throat, 
thus saving his life. He was still choking to 
death but, once I was able to release the 
bridle cord and put my finger into his mouth,
I could pull his tongue out from the back of 
his throat and allow him to breathe.”

The reason that Noel had survived this far 
w as a c o m b in a tio n  o f  th ree  ch an ce  
circumstances that had decelerated him 
prior to impact. “The first was that the 
reserve chute had partially inflated as he hit. 
The second was that he landed in a small 
tree, striking the end of a bough which bent 
and finally broke from the main trunk. 
Finally, as the bough broke, he hit the top of 
an eight or nine foot ditch and rolled down 
it, decelerating him further.”

Though he was badly hurt and near death, 
this million-to-one combination had, so far, 
undoubtedly saved his life.

John realised that he was looking at, “A 
badly broken man. Noel was lying there like 
a rag doll. His left leg was wrapped up 
around the back of his neck.”

Continued an fMuje 26...

a r e has moved AHEAD

FOR 1993, now manufacturing
custom made ......................
Hand made in the finest 
leather with FAXTEX FASTENER 
and optional dytter holes and patterned lining.

Like the top Military Teams and Individuals, choose your skydiving wear 

from the A , / )
r i f t 0 C d

range of
< a/°e

JUMPSUITS
POLYCOTTON, RW, STYLE OR PERSONAL CAMERA AND WARMWEAR

For information on ..........  JUMPSUITS,
FRAP HATS, RIGS 

DRAG BAGS

In fact . . .
PACKING MATS

LOGBOOK HOLDERS............
“ALL YOUR SKYDIVING NEEDS” . . .  plus . . . .

KIT INSPECTION /  REPACK, REPAIR AND SERVICE.

Phone or write to  NICK JO H N STO N
(BPA Adv Rigger /  Inst /  AFF /  Tandem)

7 BOYNTON 
BRIDLINGTON 
EAST YORKS 
Y 016  4XJ 
Tel: 0262 675098

For. . GUARANTEE 
WORKMANSHIP 
PRICE 
STYLE/FIT 
QUALITY /  SERVICE

FREE JUMP - Test your new purchase FREE, with ORDERS 
OVER £95.00, at the AIRCARE CENTRE, BRIDLINGTON 

OFFER ENDS 1/4/93

GET HIGH WITH 
TIMMY TURBOLET
JUMPS USD 
$14.00

30 JULY 
8 AUG

BOOGIE IN 
CZECH REPUBLICK

TRAVEL
IN
COACH
£98.00
REG
£ 1 0 . 0 0

CONTACT: PETE MARSDEN, 
THE BOOGIE CLUB 
69 CAMBRIDGE RD, 

EAST MOLESEY, 
SURRY,KT8 OAX
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PHOENIX/ -HILLS
PARACHUTE CENTRE 
(813) 788-559

P

COMING EVENTS 1993-1994
October 2 9 -3 1  

November 07 -1 3  

November 1 8 -2 9

November 18 
1 8 -1 9  
20-21 
2 2 - 2 4  
2 5 -2 7  
27th

6th Annual Halloween Boogie 

Fall RW Training Camp

Sky-Eye Sequential Invitational 
and Turkey Meet Team Selection

25th Annual Turkey Meet 
Practice
8-Way "
16 & 20-Way 
10-Way 
Awards Night December 0 5 -1 0

December 11 - January 3 
December 25 - 26 
December 26

January 9 - 1 4

January (Pending) 

January 17-21 

February (Pending) 

February 

February 26 - 27 

March 13 -1 9  

March 1 3 - 1 8

Sky-Eye Sequential 
Intermediate and Advanced 
Sequential Camp

Christmas Boogie 
Christmas Scrambles 
Prizes

Sky-Eye Sequential 
Intermediate and Advanced 
Sequential Camp

Strong Tandem Certification Course

Sky-Eye Sequential Invitational

Strong Tandem Certification Course

Sky-Eye Sequential Loose n' Lively

2nd Annual Muff Brother 4-Way Meet

Spring RW Training Camp

Sky-Eye Sequential 
Intermediate and Advanced 
Sequential Camp

March 21 -2 5 Sky-Eye Sequential Invitational

March 26 - 29 Sky-Eye Sequential Easter 
Compeition Team Selection

March 26 - April 04 - 29th Annual Easter Boogie
March 3 0 - 3 1 6th Annual 20-Way Sequential
April 01 9th Annual Speed 40-Way
April 02 Awards Night

April 04 - 07 Sky-Eye Sequential Invitational

April? Sky-Eye Sequential Loose n' Lively

AIR MASTERS PARACHUTE SCHOOL, INC. 
• Tandem and AFF instruction all yearlong 

Call for appointment and rates
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK (WEATHER PERMITTING)

TEAM RATES and INDIVIDUAL DISCOUNTS 
TANDEM-AFF-WARP-1 ON 1 INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS 

VIDEO AND SONY CAMERA SYSTEMS AVAILABLE
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W i l d  G e e s e

The Pink Porter. Inset: A rare sight — three Advanced Instructors on Wild Geese soil at
the same time.

Wild Geese 10ths
Anniversary May 1993.
T he Wild Geese Parachute Club has 

now been in existence in Northern 
Ireland fo r  10 years and to mark the 
anniversary, massive celebrations are 
planned for May 1st, 2nd and 3rd 1993.

The club is situated in the North-West of the 
Province, an hour’s drive from Belfast Air
port or Larne Harbour, the nearest town 
being Coleraine.

Facilities are unsurpassed -  a purpose-built 
hangar contains fan trainers; suspended 
harnesses; free-fall simulators; packing 
area, in addition to housing the club’s 
Cessna 206, Turbo Pilatus Porter and five 
Micro-light aircraft -  all available over this 
period.

Free accommodation, camping, showering 
facilities and canteen are available on site 
or local bed and breakfast can be recom
mended. The DZ Operator also owns an 
exclusive Country Club and Leisure Com
plex -  available to those of you with an 
interest in fitness, should the weather prove 
unsuitable for jumping.

Festivities will include:-

Boogie -  all levels of ability catered for
-  unrestricted altitude
-  kit hire

Bungee Jumping (Bungee Ireland)

Micro-light Trial Flights (Eurosport Mi
crolight Centre)

B.B.Q.’s and Parties

The French and German delegations with 
whom the Wild Geese has strong links 
(Coleraine is twined with La Roche and 
Gummersbach) have already accepted the 
club’s invitation, so I cordially invite you to 
visit us at Wild Geese and join in the cele
brations. You need not confine your trip to 
the week-end -  the club is open 7 days a 
week -  and I can assure you of typical Irish 
hospitality.

Maggie Penny (CCI) D5292

As DZ Operator I would sincerely like to 
thank all those people who helped the club 
to survive over this ten year period. In the 
early days we lacked instructors (more 
pertinently Advanced instructors) and pi
lots and only by the assistance of such quali
fied personnel were we able to continue to 
exist. To these people, whose time in N. 
Ireland ranged from flying week-end visits 
to lengthier periods (they are too numerous 
to mention, but they know who they are) I

will always be indebted and am grateful for 
their willingness to help.

Of that initial student course trained on May 
3rd 1983, and those who came after, many 
are still with us -  as experienced jumpers 
and instructors and I thank them for their 
tenacity in the face of many set-backs and 
interruptions to their skydiving careers.

Dave Penny DZ Operator

The Holistic approach
If any of you accept this invitation, and I hope 
you will realise after a visit to Wild Geese 
that it is not merely your skydiving which 
will be catered for. Since the take-over by our 
new CCI, Maggie Penny, my entire life-style 
has changed -  my pleasantly portly figure 
was deemed by this lady to be over-weight 
so I have been put on a diet; supplied with a 
calorie-counting book and forced to suffer 
the indignity of a public weekly weigh-in. 
This naturally has been coupled with a drastic 
reduction in my alcoholic intake. To hasten 
the weight-loss process I now swim, play 
volleyball, assist with Drop Zone control on 
our student landing area, and am encouraged 
to participate in other hitherto distasteful ac
tivities.

You would think that this new regime would 
result in some monetary saving on my part -

not so -  it now promptly goes into the Swear 
Box (our revered CCI is very averse to the 
use of foul language) of which she is the chief 
adjudicator, deciding what constitutes “foul” 
language and the penalty to be paid. I have, 
since its inception, been a major contributor 
but have not as yet received an answer as to 
what worthy cause the proceeds will benefit.

She is now embarking on her most challeng
ing task yet -  that of teaching me the French 
language in preparation for the club’s forth 
coming trip to France in July.

All visitors to our club will be heartily wel
comed (hopefully I’ll be granted a reprieve 
for the week-end) in May, but don’t say you 
haven’t been warned.

Gary Thompson BPA 548496

SPort
Parachutist
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A re v ie w  of 1 9 9 2

A fter a somewhat remarkable record 
in 1991 of jumping every weekend it 

seemed too much to hope that the same 
could be done in 1992. But, once again, the 
impossible has happened and the Scottish 
Parachute club has now jumped every 
weekend for over two years.

This is due to three things. Firstly, the weather 
has played the game for us, secondly, there is 
no bar on the airfield so the temptation to pack 
up early and go on the pop is removed, and 
thirdly, the jumpers will stay to the bitter end. 
So, despite a year that has actually had poorer 
weather than the previous year, we still man
aged to increase our number of descents.

Like most other centres we have heard about 
we also had an increased number of students 
this year, but unlike most centres we had the 
weather to jump them and so we start the new 
year without a backlog.

Those students who chose to continue jump
ing have had a pretty successful year both at 
Strathallan and visiting other clubs. (We 
would like to apologise to the hosts of all the 
collegiate meets for the antics of the Glasgow 
University mob. Watch out, they are coming 
again this year!! Congratulations to them all 
for winning so many gongs and to Andy 
Bremner for being the senior collegiate accu
racy champion, finishing on a run of discs.

Again, progression within the club was excel
lent, which was also helped by the fact that we 
increased our number of instructors. Brain 
Robertson came top in the exam course in 
August and we also gained Ali Taylor and Joe 
Bratton from Sibson and Netheravon respec
tively.

To help the instructors we have managed to 
gain another classroom, two new aircraft 
mock-ups and another fan-trainer, extra 
equipment that makes the job far more effi
cient and professional.

Other new equipment also includes an artifi
cial, portable bouncy pit, (soft landings for the 
accuracy nuts), and most importantly, a new 
Cessna 206. Due to the increased jumping 
activity at the club the second aircraft became 
a necessity and has certainly proved it’s worth 
(Rumours that the registration was going to be 
changed to G-TIMA are totally groundless)!

The club hosted several events in 1992. As 
usual the Scottish Nationals were held in May

S c  o t t  i s
and with 26 formation teams, 12 accuracy 
teams and 13 style jumpers it was one of the 
busiest meets of the year, the Northern Re
gional meets were held in conjunction with 
the Scottish Nationals which was partly re
sponsible for it being so busy. Two rounds 
were completed in each discipline, despite a 
day’s bad weather and the numbers involved. 
The Red Devils won the 4-way easily and the 
style and accuracy was won by Dave Ballard. 
This year it may be necessary to limit the 
number of teams entering so make sure to 
book early if your team wants a slot.

The British Nationals in Style and Accuracy 
were held in June and superb weather meant 
an early completion was possible. Les Carroll 
and Esther Reynolds both retained their indi
vidual titles from the previous year and the 
army team once again won the Team Accu
racy. The team from the Scottish Parachute 
Club won the bronze medal and are staying 
together to train for 1993 with the intention of 
improving the medal colour. At the end of the 
meet several people decided to stay for a few 
days to make the most of the weather with 
water-skiing on Lock Tay and whisky tasting 
at the Glenturret Distillery.

Chris parked too close to 
the river and woke up the 

next morning to find his car 
gently floating away

The club was represented at two World Cham
pionships in 1992. Tim and Katherine An- 
drewes went to Austria with the British team 
for the Style and Accuracy World Champion
ships, and Dave Drewette attended the 
Freestyle World Championships at Eloy in 
Arizona. Dave is a self-taught freestyle 
jumper with about 400jumps and he managed 
to turn in an excellent performance to take 
10th place in the competition. For his achieve
ment and dedication Dave was awarded the 
trophy for Best Scottish Sky diver of the Year.

The PI/Exam course was run at Strathallan in 
August without any hitches which the same 
couldn’t be said for the water jumps into 
Locheam in September. These had to be can
celled because the weather was too wet!

Once again the night jump programme went very 
well with near daylight conditions thanks to a 
beautiful starry sky and a full moon.

Other notable performances of the year in
cluded Felicity Martin jumping on the world 
record 150-way followed shortly by Graham 
Harris taking part in the record 200-way at

h PC
Myrtle Beach. Graham also appeared on tele
vision jumping as Santa Claus in Aberdeen 
and when the real Santa didn’t turn up found 
himself in the beach ballroom in Aberdeen 
with little kids sitting on his knee. We still 
havn’t found out which jump he liked best!!

The club gained a new rigger in Andrew Hil
ton who gained many brownie points by send
ing Tim two bags of liquorice allsorts (his 
favourites) all the way from Canada to Austria 
via the Canadian accuracy team.

Stuart Bremner was awarded the SSPA best 
student of the year, an award like the BPA one, 
for the best progressed student.

Dave West won the human helicopter award 
but the blow was softened by the fact that he 
was also given the Scottish Parachute Club 
Student of the Year trophy. Not only did he 
manage to stop spinning, (after about forty 10 
second delays), but he also put in a tremen
dous amount of work into the club packing, 
helping other students and generally helping 
around the DZ. Well done Dave! FrankHynds 
managed to crash his car, someone else’s mo
torbike (which also dented another car and 
took all the skin off his leg and bum), sprain 
his ankle playing squash and still progress 
onto squares within six months. (Just imagine 
Eddie the Eagle parachuting and you have 
pictured Frank). Never a dull moment!

The final mention must go to Chris Clark who 
parked his company car too close to the river 
during the annual club barbecue and woke up 
the following morning to find it gently float
ing away. He managed to get it towed out 
complete with fish swimming around behind 
the passenger seat. Chris, amazingly enough, 
is still in the same job!

All in all we had a good year in 1992 and are 
looking for a better one in 1993. So if curiosity 
gets the better of you come and visit us. You'll 
be guaranteed a warm welcome and maybe a 
lob or two as well (if the weather holds)!

Katherine Andrewes D7134

SCOTTISH NATIONALS

The 1993 Scottish National Parachute 
Championships will be held on the 29th 
to 31st May. There is a change of rules, 
because of the increasing popularity of 
the competition, teams must pre register 
as places are not guaranteed. There may 
be a late registration charge. Registra
tion forms can be obtained from Kevin 
McPhillips, Secretary SSPA, 1b Rose- 
bery Crescent, Edinburgh EH12 5JP

April/May 1993 SPort
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British Team Fund
O O M P E T / r / f l y

W ell it was a toughie, 99% of  
entrants got the right an

swers to the competition so it was 
down to the tie-breakers. After 
much fisticuffs among the judges it 
was agreed that first place should 
go to ‘sensible ’ alternatives which 
were as good as, or improved on, 
the existing names (in the opinion 
of the judges o f course). Congratu
lations! (Please ring Hoover Pic 
regarding travel arrangements. I f  
no luck, get in touch with us at 
Air scape).

First place w ent to B en Phillips o f  L on
don w ith his concise and appropriate 
alternatives w hich w ould not look out 
o f place on any dive sheet. S tar=Ouija, 
M urphy=Checkout, Cat=Domino.

The strain o f  being sensible proved too 
m uch for the panel o f  judges and they 
retired to the nearest freehouse to get a 
better perspective on the shortlist of 
finalists. W hile still able to  appreciate 
the subtleties o f  the language we agreed 
that A li Law ley disp layed  w it and eru 
dition w ith Isolation  fo r the M urphy 
and Bisolation  for the B ipole; neat.

D espite trying hard, over m any rounds 
o f  W adw orth’s finest, we could not suss 
out her alternative for the Star -  
G enesis. H ow ever, being fairly m ellow  
by now  we all agreed that it w as an 
equally w itty and erudite answ er but 
that w e w ere too thick to appreciate it. 
A ll the judges, how ever, adm itted to 
having bought at least one o f  their al
bum s in the distant past so the unani
m ous decision w as fo r second prize to 
go to  A li Law ley and for A rthur to buy

the next round. C heque is in the post 
Ali.

Pow er, and W adw orth’s, now  w ent to 
the ju d g es’ heads. R ealising that their 
decisions w ere final and they could do 
w hat they w anted, they resisted aw ard
ing them selves third prize and instead 
took the unprecedented  step o f  aw ard
ing the back issues o f  SP to A nnette 
(C9501), for outstanding honesty: 
(“Here is m y cheque, I haven’t got a 
clue w hat the form ations are but here 
are som e alternatives”) and a nice b it o f 
lateral thinking: S tar =  “D o n ’t worry  
w e ’ll get you  o u t”.

M any thanks to all the others w ho sent 
in answ ers. The m ost popular alterna
tive for the Star was Propeller, and for 
the C at w as Conga. G eorge Pilkington 
was disqualified for being rude, 
(C at-V ie w  to a thrill), and for in-jokes, 
Star= Ebem eezers P oin t -  (w hat a party 
that was, le t’s build  a star and hold it).

For our next com petition  w e have a 
caption com p. A bove is a pic from  the 
A G M  kindly  sent in by A non. It show s 
the SP team  (from  left Lynette, m e (Ed), 
and Patti enjoying a m eal out. It also 
nearly show s C onor but dem onstrates 
nevertheless the m agnetic effects o f  his 
personality. (Sorry C onor, w e d id n ’t 
w ant to disturb you ju s t for a pho to 
graph). Send your quips in please, re
m em ber there is a serious purpose be
hind this -  to raise m oney fo r present 
and future B ritish T eam s o f all d isci
plines. Send in at least a fiver entry fee; 
m ake out your cheques or PO s to: The 
B PA  B ritish T eam  Fund C om petition  
and send them  to: BPA , W harf W ay, 
G len Parva, L eicester, LE2 9TF.

Rules: Late entries might be accepted. The 
judges’ decisions are arbitrary and final No 
employees of the British Parachute Associa
tion or Airscape Ltd may take part.

KPOrt
Parachutist
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: t h e r e  is no  
mystery. O nly expe
rience and imagination 
give birth to innovation.

BP. 247,

Parachutes de France S.A. 
Making the future.

95523 CERGY-PONTOISE CEDEX (France) -  T e l.: (33) (1) 30 3216 33 -  Telex: PARCHUT 607 061 F -  T ic .: (33) (1) 30 32 43 11

PARACHUTES
DE FRANCE S.A.

ExVa

For ten years Parachutes de France 
has designed and produced sport para
chutes for different use, for all forms of sky
diving, for different tastes and for all weight 
categories:
Mains Reserves
Mistral Profil 260 S.O.S.
Mistral XL Profil 280 Magic
Magnum Drakkar Magnum
Turbo Galaxy Galaxy
Magic B-T 80 B-T 80
Magic XL B-T 65 Minimax
Surfair 220 B-T 60 Minimax 7
Surfair 175 B-T 50 Mayday
Mini Surfair B-T 40
Rafale MERIT 210
Contact MERIT 190
Contact Light MERIT 170
Contact 3000
Average : three canopies per year !
It is no surprise that this experience led to 
the creation of MERIT canopies. The MERIT 
meets the requirements of (almost) every 
skydiver, thought it is not everybody's 
canopy
At Parachutes de France we continue our 
efforts to offer skydivers already tomorrow 
the best they can dream of today

THE KIT STORE 
T e l.: 0622/890967

THOMAS SPORTS EQUIPEMENT 
T e l.: 0262/678299



TH E EVOLUTION O F

T he evolution o f the paraglider owes much to the development o f the ram air 
parachute, indeed it will be likely that a parachutist on reading about paragliders 
will recognise much o f the equipment and ideas as common to parachuting.

Indeed there are many lessons which are being learnt 
again, particularly in construction and materials, which 
have already been encountered in the jump world. 
Ascending parachutes first started with towed 
jump canopies, parascending originally com- 
ing under the BPA. As there was no need 
to pack towing canopies the first 
authentic parascending cano- 
pies soon used larger weights 
and amounts of materials, 
something still common in 
modern paragliders. The 
revolution in canopy designs 
came about in the mid 80s when 
launching from hills started and the in
creased possibility of soaring cross country 
flight produced a demand for much better per
formance. The present world distance record is

271 Kms, the longest flight by a Britain 217 Kms and 
the longest flight in Britain 98 Kms.

The first foot launched canopies were jump canopies or 
their parascending equivalents, with low aspect ratios

c

around 2:1 and large cells which immediately attracted 
the attention of designers eager to reduce drag. Netting,

slots and valves were all tried to 
various degrees of 

— success with the
simple modifica
tion to the oblong 
canopy of adding 
a central exten

sion to the middle 
cells then clipping the 

wing-tips. So, for example, 
Swiss company Ailes de K 

having started with the most 
successful duck tail canopy in Bri- 

zair, by slotting the outside cells pro
duced the Genair and finally by slot

ting the whole leading edge produced 
the Trilair. Each of these changes, along 

with some profile modifications, delivered 
an extra point of glide angle. Another leading 
paraglider of this generation, the Japanese

Falhawk Athlete, had a short batten between each A

n■port
*arachutist
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and B flare, while the French 1TV Saphir was a swept 
wing, with netted, valved ports. Now most cell openings 
are located below the leading edge trying to conserve as 
much of the wing profile as possible. Other features like 
cross porting, extended in models like the Apex MR into 
the full section being netted, and large under porting as 
in the Carrado, are still being tried. Many paragliders use 
stiffening materials like mylar in cell walls and flares. Line 
material has moved from Kevlar and Dacron to Dynema.

As soon as airtime became longer the split saddle para
chute harness proved too uncomfortable, pilots were 
landing with numb legs, so an initial, simple improvisa
tion of sticking a short wooden seat between the log 
straps was tried. This evolved into the modem seat 
harness, now supplemented by a Carbon/Kevlar back 
plate for crash protection and built in rear mounted 
reserve. Such reserves are mostly hand deployed without 
pilot chute of spring evolving from the Hang Glider 
reserves, but with a shorter bridle. There are some 
conicals but most are non-steerable pulled apex types. 
Cut away systems are extremely rare.

Speed and steering controls are still mostly on the brake 
lines but quite common features are weight shift steering 
and speed bars. In a seat harness the risers are attached 
just above the hips. The pilot can transfer weight by 
leaning over putting one riser higher that the other. With 
some brake input a smoother turn results. A dedicated

weight shift seat has the risers operating from the level 
of the seat allowing the pilot to have pitch and roll control 
by body movement alone. Speed bars are operated by 
the feet pushing the bar attached by chord to the risers, 
usually the A and B risers, depressing them and bringing 
the nose down. Trim tabs are also used, usually to slow 
the canopy and save arm wear.

Paragliders are designed and tested as aircraft. Their 
certification is based on a series of graded manoeuvres, 
from ordinary launch, flight and turn performance to full 
dynamic stalls, search for deep stall, flat spins and full or 
asymmetrically induced collapses. In the strong thermic 
lift environment a paraglider can be totally wiped out so 
the priority is on time of recovery and resistance to spin. 
Snatch load tests are also carried out.

There is some speculation that paragliding design is 
reaching a peak, each new generation offers less pro
gress than it’s predecessors. Some revolutionary shapes 
straight off computer design systems like the Flight 
Design Arrow or the A de K Majestair, aspect ratio 12:1, 
are superior in performance but not totally marketable 
to the ordinary pilot. Currently a high performance 
paraglider would have a glide angle around 7 to 1, a 
minimum sink rate of 1.1 m etres/second and a speed 
range between 20 to 40 Kilometres an hour. The flexible, 
self inflating wing has come a long way.

Bill Morris Midflight (UK)

Good sense of humour 
(will need it regularly)

Good grasp of English (and Vulcan)

Skin: Will need to be thick as will 
be blamed for everything that goes wrong ■

by the Ed (who gets the blame from everyone else)

WANTED - 
STANT 

EDITOR
Must have own means of earning a 

living ' cos (like the Editor) all you will get 
is expenses

Needs to be within reasonable shooting 
distance of London (SE1) as will need to 

drop in regularly.

Good eyesight - (for proofreading) 
* and good eye for design

I
Preferably well under 6ft, weak 

and unable to defend self 
against bullying editor

Articulate

Fit, mobile, able to get around to 
do interviews, visit boogies (oh dear!), 

and attend council meetings etc

ipetite for paperwork

Journalistic/publishing experience 
is not compulsory... but enthusiasm and 

addiction to the sport is.

Level of skydiving experience 
is not important

If this person could possibly be 
you, send a CV and covering letter 
to prove it to:
The Editor, Sport Parachutist 
Starship Enterprises,
3 Tyers Gate 
London SE1 3HX
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K it
N e w s

AUTOMATIC OPENER STEPS IN 
AFTER SKYDIVER’S MISTAKE

(This is a first-hand account of an 
incident involving a jumper who re
acted incorrectly to a problem with 
his equipment.)

The weather was perfect and we had just 
broken off from a 4-way RW jump from 4000 
ft. I noticed one of the other jumpers pointing 
frantically at my equipment. I did not imme
diately realise what he meant, but as I 
turned 180 degrees and went into my track 
I started to check my gear.

I then realised what the hand signals meant: 
my reserve handle was missing. I could not 
see the handle at all and feeling around for 
it produced nothing. I then tried to follow the 
ripcord housing and the ripcord itself, but my 
gloves were thick and I could not locate the 
handle.

A jumble of thoughts went through my mind. 
What is the state of my reserve? Is it going 
to open at any second? What about the pin, 
is it still in its proper position? The fear that 
both my main and reserve would open at the 
same time and become entangled prevented 
my from deploying the main parachute.

I realised how low I was and how close the 
ground looked. I had a big problem; this was 
a high-stress situation and I had to do some
thing.

Acting subconsciously -  not fully realising 
what I was doing until I had done it - 1 went 
through my cutaway and reserve drills. Of 
course I could only do part of this. The main 
parachute was now cut away and I still could 
not find or pull the reserve handle.

My actions had not improved the situation. 
Indeed, they had made it worse. I was now 
in a very unpleasant situation -  in freefall, 
hurtling towards the ground with no way of 
stopping it. I couldn’t deploy either my main 
or reserve parachute. The outlook was not 
very encouraging.

The overall view of the ground had disap
peared and now all I could see was a corn
field, a small road and a very green 
meadow. I didn’t want to give up. I thought 
again of my equipment and visually checked 
everything again. Nothing had changed.

The cornfield had become a thin strip in my 
peripheral vision and I had identified the 
point of impact in the meadow. Only then did 
I remember that two months before I had

PREPARING FOR SUMMER
The winter break is now behind us, trips to 
sunnier climates are now just a memory. 
Parachute Centres and parachutists alike 
are now making preparations for what we 
all hope will be a long and sunny season.

Now is a good time to make sure all your 
equipment is in good order. There is noth
ing more frustrating than turning up at the 
DZ on the first perfect jumping weekend of 
the year to be told that maintenance or 
repairs are required to your gear before 
you get on the plane. Then comes the 
search for a rigger who has probably accu
mulated a weeks work within two hours of 
arriving at the DZ.

It happens every year, but can be avoided 
with a little bit of planning. Instead of sitting 
at home looking miserably out of the win
dow, make arrangements with your rigger, 
get down to the DZ and sort your equip
ment out. There are a lot of things you can 
do for yourself, so don’t just rely on your 
local rigger to sort out all of your problem 
areas.

First of all get your equipment out of its bag 
and have a good look at it all. Not just your 
rig. Look to see if your jumpsuit needs some 
repairs or maybe a session in the washing 
machine.

What sort of condition is your Protec or 
Frap Hat in? Are there some adjustments 
or repairs that can be made to your camera 
helmet? Check out your gloves and warm 
wear, it can be very cold at altitude at this 
time of year. Are they up to the job or do 
they need replacing? Is your altimeter 
functioning properly? Does your AAD 
need servicing? Is your knife still sharp? 
Has it gone rusty?

Some of these jobs can take some time 
so don’t wait until the weather warms up 
and the sun starts to shine.

Last, but certainly not least have a good 
look at your rig. Check with your DZ or 
local rigger for Safety Notices which may 
have been issued since you last jumped or 
had your reserve inspected. Consider hav
ing your reserve inspected and repacked

while things are quiet. Six months between 
inspections is, after all, the maximum pe
riod allowed.

Things you can check for yourself are:-

The general condition of the pack and 
harness. Check all the stitching and web
bing for obvious signs of wear and tear. 
Check the velcro, especially on throw 
away pilot chute deployed containers. The 
velcro which attaches the bridle line to the 
container is especially important. (Also 
check the condition of the velcro on the 
steering toggles. -  A brake line firing on 
deployment can give you an exciting ride.) 
If in doubt, get a rigger to look at it, it 
probably needs some attention.

Disconnect the Three Ring release and 
service it. Have a good look around and, 
again, if you’re not sure about anything, 
consult a rigger. If you are not sure how to 
service your release system -  ASK. Clean 
the cut-away cable and re-assemble the 3 
Ring release. Check the reserve cable that 
is visible as well as the cable housing and 
make sure that it is secure at both ends.

Make sure that the Leg-Strap elastics are 
in good condition, the last thing you want 
to be doing is passing through 2,000’ tug
ging on a wayward Leg-Strap.

Finally, what condition is the pilotchute in? 
If you are starting to get some strange 
openings it could well be that your pi
lotchute is worn out. If it has done more 
than 250 jumps it will almost certainly need 
replacing.

Look after your equipment and it will look 
after you, abuse it and you may come to 
regret it.

Remember -  riggers are not there to 
ground you. Their job is to help you keep 
your kit in good order and keep you jump
ing. They can only do that if you bring your 
doubts to their attention and ask for their 
advice.

Be safe and have a good season.

Steve Clarke

bought and installed a new piece of equip
ment -  a Cypres. The word flashed through 
my brain -  a chance to live.

Although I had remained in a stable position 
throughout, I forced myself into an arch to 
give the reserve the best possible chance. 
At that moment, I felt the reserve opening -  
a beautiful opening, initiated by the auto
matic opener.

“My lucky day,” I thought. I was under a 
perfect reserve canopy at about 330 ft. Sec
onds later, having overflown the road, I made 
a soft landing in the very green meadow.

A brief explanation of what happened

I am 31 years old and a software engineer. 
I jump a Relative Workshop Vector, a Per
formance Designs PD 210 and a Cypres. I 
started skydiving three years ago as an AFF 
student in Tessin, Switzerland. Since then I 
have logged 530 jumps, mainly RW, with 
100 of them in the last three months. I 
consider myself to be an average skydiver, 
I never thought this could happen to me.

CtMiImwixl wv pam ,4)2...
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Stuart Meacock 
by Leo Dick/noon 



John Fl5her with Martin Wright over Cornwall. Photo by Kevin Harmer 
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John resisted the temptation to move Noel’s 
body to make him more comfortable, not 
know ing exactly  w hat injuries he had 
sustained. He waited for the ambulance crew 
to arrive, to let the experts attend to that.

When it arrived, the medics took over. But 
John was now  in shock h im self, and 
pragmatism took control; “I will never forget 
the la s t th ing  tha t I scream ed to  the 
ambulance driver as they put Noel in the 
ambulance was, ‘For God’s sake, don’t cut 
my brand new jumpsuit off him.’ It’s a bit 
mercenary, I know, but there you go.”

Noel opened his eyes and saw a clock on the 
wall. He couldn’t see the hands on the clock 
but he heard some voices around him. He 
recognised one as being that of his sister, 
who was saying,

“Do you know who I am,“
“Yes”, said Noel.
“Do you know where you are?”
“No.”
“Do you know what happened to you?”

“I think I had a parachuting accident”, he 
murmured, and drifted back into sleep.

“By then, I had been in intensive care for the 
best part of five days and this was the middle 
of the afternoon of ‘Good Friday’ and I had 
more or less come back to life !”

It was some time before the extent of his 
injuries were made known to him, but, “I did 
notice a trolley-load of X-rays being pushed 
around” Noel’s smile returned, his sense of 
humour never deserted him.

“My injuries were quite extensive but in 
another sense, considering what I’d been 
through, were probably not too bad. The 
minor ones were things like broken ribs, 
collar bone, bruising, arms face, a small bit 
of damage to the base of the spine, a bit of

damage to the chin, and so on. The major 
injuries started with a collapsed left lung, 
serious internal bruising, my left hip was 
broken, my left femur was fractured, my 
right tibia and fibula were totally smashed... 
I was very lucky not to lose my leg.”

Noel was a mess but was still hanging in 
there, though he stayed on the critical list for 
the best part of three more weeks.

John visited him more or less every day and 
thoughtfully gave him a good supply of 
parachuting magazines! Flower arranging 
for beginners might have been more tactful 
in the circumstances.

He was lying there like a 
rag-doll. His left leg was 

wrapped up around the back 
of his neck.

The injuries kept him hospitalised for the 
best part of nine months. He was two months 
on a board on his back -  unable to move, with 
all kind of odd pins and traction gadgets in 
and on his legs. The next four months were 
spent in a wheel chair and the three months 
after that in rehabilitation, learning to walk 
again... “A very interesting experience when 
you are a fully grown adult.”

As Noel puts it, “To this day I am fascinated 
at young children learning to walk. Not only 
do they have a great advantage -  they don’t 
have any sense of fear and they are very 
flexible, they can fall and get up with no 
problems. When you are an adult it is very 
different, and learning the walking motions 
again is very com plicated. The whole 
procedure is broken down into individual 
sections.'It is, however, one of these things 
you have to do, otherwise you spend the rest 
of your life in a wheelchair.”

And Noel was definitely not going to do that.

“Even at a very early stage I was thinking of 
how to get back up in the air again and start 
jumping. Perhaps it was just to boost my 
morale in the very early stages, because there 
was some doubt amongst the medical people 
whether I would ever walk properly again”. 
He recalled talking to a physiotherapist one 
day and asking him, “Did he think I would 
ever be able to parachute again and he smiled 
at me and said, “Do you want to parachute 
again?”

“Yes I do,” Noel replied, “I really want to go 
back.”

The physiotherapist said, “Well, you’ve 
answered your own question. If you want to 
you will.”

“It was one of those abstract answers that 
really struck home.” It made a big impact on 
Noel and he knew that his future was in his 
own hands. Though he was benefiting 
greatly from the assistance of doctors and 
physiotherapists, he knew that at the end of 
the day he had to make the running himself. 
“W alking properly again would be the 
consolation prize, but jum ping from an 
aeroplane would be the ultimate goal.”

“Three years previously,” he explained, “I 
came to a cross-roads in the sky and took a 
wrong turning through no fault of my own. 
It was important to get back to that cross 
roads and carry on straight as I had planned. 
Jumping again did this for me. I never saw 
why I shouldn’t jump again just because I 
had had a little bit of bad luck.” There’s that 
Irish smile again !

“And two years ten months from the date of 
the accident I repeated the jump with my 
same three friends. This time everything 
went fine.”
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"People have asked me, has the accident 
changed my life in any way, and the answer 
must be no. But what it has done is given me 
a greater understanding of myself and other 
human beings and a greater sympathy of 
those in pain and discomfort. I now know 
that most people can achieve an awful lot 
more than they realise, it just takes a crisis to 
bring this fact out. If someone had told me a 
week before that this would happen to me, I 
think I would have died of shock.”

“Parachu ting  for me was the greatest 
discovery of my life. This was something 
really exciting, a little bit unusual. It brought 
out a lot of individualism, but you also have 
responsibilities toward other people. I have 
never been a great skydiver, and I suppose I 
never will be, but I think it satisfies a sense 
of adventure that is in all human beings.”

“Modem society has created a huge mass of 
spectators and very few participants in life -  
it has taken away so much risk, skydiving to 
me is putting that risk back into life. I also 
find that skydiving is som ething o f a 
metaphor for life itself. Most of us, as we 
mature a bit, try and improve as human

beings, but it is very, very difficult... a 
question of maybe two steps forward and one 
step back, or one step forward, two steps 
back. Well, skydiving is like that too. You 
never get on top of it... i t ’s a forever 
challenge.”

POSTSCRIPT
I had a call from Noel last summer. He had 
just returned from Russia where he had been 
parachuting.

“You’ll never guess what happened Leo!”

“I borrowed a rig and went up with some 
local jumpers. We exited the plane in the 
normal way -  freefell for 30 seconds or so 
and I came in for the pull. I then heard a noise 
I had heard before and hoped I’d never hear 
again -  ‘A flapping sound above my head.’ 
As a good Catholic I had a very unchristian 
thought,” (Which I promised Noel I would 
not repeat) “This just can’t be happening 
again.”

Noel pulled the cutaway pad and then the 
reserve which opened perfectly. He landed 
uneventfully but did not jump again that day.

The following day however, he did return to 
the skies -  Noel rationalised that it really 
couldn’t happen again, could it?

Noel was fascinated by the reconstruction 
which he couldn’t fault. “How did you get 
rid of all that rubbish above his head?”

“Ah, Kevin had three cutaway handles and 
two more chutes!”

“A luxury I didn’t have,” mused Noel. “The 
impact was very realistic, how did you 
manage that?”

“Well 'Fred' our dummy took over and made 
his last jump but the actual point of view was 
achieved by drilling a hole in the bottom of 
a balloon basket and poking my ‘fish eye’ 
lens through it. We tied the balloon to a stake 
in the ground, overheated the envelope, ran 
the camera at six frames per second instead 
of twenty-five, and then cut the tether. Back 
in the editing room we reversed the shot and 
speeded it up twelve times.”

“It was,” pondered Noel, “much simpler my 
way”.

HOW THE STORY WAS FILMED
Leo regards this as one of the most 
complicated and nerve-wracking episodes he 
has recreated. It needed a special person to do 
it, who could not only cope with two 
malfunctioning parachutes, but could make it 
happen and survive. That person was 
ex-dentist Kevin Hardwick, who was not only 
an excellent skydiver, having represented 
B rita in  at no less than three W orld 
Championships, but who was also a superb 
rigger.
Kevin designed a special harness with two 
‘secret’ pockets, one on the front and one 
behind, that would take his real, working 
parachutes. The main compartments were 
dummies, containing material specially cut 
and designed to look like the type of 
malfunctioning chutes that Noel Farrelly had

experienced.
Lots of thought went into this -  Kevin 
installed no less than three cutaway systems 
into his rig. Practice showed it worked, but it 
was still a strain to leave the plane, knowing 
that your real chutes were covered by this 
entangled mess of material.
In the sky, as well as Leo and Mandy filming, 
Kevin had a safety man, Andy Woodmansey, 
also in the British 8-Way team. Once Leo had 
finished filming, Andy would fly over and 
help Kevin get free of the dummy chutes. 
Once those were released, Kevin could pull 
the concealed canopy and glide safely to earth. 
If things had gone really wrong, Andy had a 
spare parachute on the end of 20 feet of nylon 
tape, which could be clipped to Kevin and 
which would be guaranteed to open well

“Kevin designed a special harness... ” 
(Andy Woodmansey looks on)

above the flapping garbage. This would give 
Kevin more time to solve his entanglement, or 
would allow him an uncomfortable but 
survivable ride down. We tested this concept 
and it worked really well. Though clipping 
other parachutes on in mid-flight had been 
done before by Hollywood stuntmen for 
dramatic effect, it had not, as far as we knew, 
been used as a standard safety back-up before.
Each jump was from 15,000 feet; height was 
our safety net and we finished filming at 6,000 
feet. It took about 20 jumps to reconstruct, 
every possible angle, everything to my 
satisfaction -  from the initial opening with the 
pilot chutes entangled round ‘Noel’s’ neck, 
the fau lty  dep lo y m en t, the reserve  
entanglement, and the final, brutal, fall to 
earth. Kevin ducked out of the latter, and 
instead an old faithful companion, ‘Fred’,

came to his final burst of stardom. Fred was a 
foam  dum m y used on a p rev ious 
reconstruction, taking part in a fatal tumble 
dow n the E ig e r’s N orth face fo r a 
mountaineering film.

Fred did the fall four times, dropped by Andy 
as he hung beneath an open canopy so as to 
ensure he landed behind the right trees. As 
Fred bounced for the final time, a couple 
picnicking nearby raced to the scene in horror 
to find Leo unconcernedly strolling round.

“Have you found him”, they stammered, 
shocked. “Yes”, replied Leo, peering casually 
round in the long grass, “but his leg seems to 
have come off. I don’t suppose you’ve seen 
it...?”

THE END

This dramatic story is the last in Leo 
Dickinson’s series- I trust you’ve found 
them as entertaining, and spine chilling, as 
I have.

So, what happened to the characters whose 
stories of good fortune we have read? Well 
I’ll let Leo wrap up... (Ed)...

“In all these six cases the participants 
continued to parachute. Could it happen 
again? Obviously not. Were they put off the 
sport? Again no; and yet most people who 
have never enjoyed the thrill o f freefalling 
through the air ‘free  as a bird' have 
difficulty in imagining themselves doing it 
even first time round, let alone after it has 
gone terribly wrong. But in each case, and 
I know literally dozens more, it seems to be 
the common thread. Why?”
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Tip Tipping 
1 9 5 8 - 1 9 9 3

W hen I asked this fellow  why he was 
nick-nam ed ‘K ojak’, he took his beret 
off and all was revealed, follow ed by a 
back som ersault, a couple o f  flick flacks 
and a ha lf roll, to land squarely on his feet
-  no m ean feat. A  true show m an I 
thought, “W hy did you jo in  the M arines 
anyw ay?” -  “To be a stuntm an” was the 
reply. W ild guy I thought, I was right -  
he was an absolute live w ire every m in
ute o f  the day.

Som etim e later w hilst on an operation I 
found m yself in a very w orrying situ
ation -  w ithout giving away too much for 
obvious reasons, I found m yself alone in 
a very hostile environm ent in need of 
some rapid extraction before I becam e 
just another statistic. Before I had fin
ished speaking on the radio, rapid help 
cam e through a hedge in the form  o f a 
Landrover driven by a would be stunt
man. He jum ped out and ran towards my 
position w hich I had quickly evacuated. 
I was now running tow ards the Landro
ver while looking very sim ilar to a large 
bush. I shouted “G et m e out o f here!” 
N eedless to say the very startled Tip 
T ipping did just that.

It is hard to quantify a friendship that gets 
cem ented in a situation like that, but one 
thing is for sure -  it lasts. I probably have 
know n the life o f Tip Tipping longer than 
m ost o f the people who will read this 
article -  w hich is why I put pen to paper. 
He served his tim e in the Royal M arines, 
becam e a clow n, juggler, acrobat and 
eventually a stuntm an. After some years 
o f following different careers we met 
again on a film shoot and carried on the 
friendship as if  we had never been apart.

Having worked on num erous film  shoots 
and stunts, Tip always struck m e as being 
a very safety conscious person always 
m aking sure that others w ere equally 
well cared for in all aspects o f a stunt. 
Such was the character o f the man, for in

everyday life he was one o f the m ost 
sought after stuntmen in the industry, 
m oving up to stunt Co-ordinator, he or
ganised the stuntm an’s Ball where pro
ceeds went to charity. He was still a live 
wire -  living his life to the full every 
m inute o f the day, striving to m ake each 
jo b  he did as perfect as he could. His 
goodwill and generosity touched m any 
people. He was a fun loving person who 
had only to enter a room  to have the 
im m ediate attention o f all in minutes, 
and would have the same laughing w ith
out a worry in the world.

Sadly on 5th February 1993, the world 
lost this vital soul whilst doing his m ost 
loved jo b  -  a parachute stunt. Re-enact
ing an incident that happened sometime 
ago. His role was that o f a stricken 
jum per w ho’s collar bone and arm were 
broken on leaving an aircraft. He em 
ployed Leo Dickinson and Roly Hop- 
good as Freefall Photographer and R ig
ger respectively. It was his job, he was in 
charge and as usual safety was para
m ount in his thoughts. Intricate detail of 
that parachute progression are not really 
relevant for this piece. However, having 
read reports, w atched a video o f his last 
jum p, listened to rum ours and specula
tion, I can say this: T ip Tipping was 
doing the jo b  he loved, he was doing it

to the best o f his abilities as were Leo, 
Roly and all the other people involved. 
In my opinion know ing the lead players 
in that job , know ing Tip the way I did, I 
blam e no-one. D isappearing out of the 
cam era shot with w hat looked like both 
hands on a reserve handle, I can only 
conclude that for what ever reason my 
friend’s reserve handle w asn’t pulled, 
and as they say; ‘shit happens’.

H e leaves behind a loving fam ily, his 
m uch loved girlfriend -  M andy, and hun
dreds o f friends in all walks o f life who 
w ere touched by this w arm  and generous 
funny man.

I regret that having once helped me out 
o f a desperate situation I was unable to 
help him . The world will be a quieter, 
less energetic and less funny place w ith
out him. But his spirit will live on be
cause the girl he was planning soon to 
marry is carrying his child.

So to those o f us w ho do these wild and 
adventurous things, he would say carry 
on -  keep striving for perfection -  live 
every m inute o f  the day. From  all those 
w ho knew  him  and from  myself, we will 
miss our dear friend -  Tip Tipping.

Steve Groves D6044
BPA Pilot #571. P ilot Exam iner #92.
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T om Piras was one o f  the most im
portant figures in modern Sport 

Parachuting. A fter his death Sport Para
chutist spoke to Bob Hallett who pu t Tom 
Piras out on his firs t ever ju m p  and  was a 
close fr iend  throughout his life.

Tom  Piras did his first jum p in 1975. By 
the tim e he died forty years later, he had 
am assed over 13,000 skydives. He was 
im m ersed in the sport. A lthough he was 
a keen sportsm an w ho enjoyed snow 
skiing, w hite water rafting and mountain 
clim bing, skydiving was the sport he 
loved and excelled at.

He was a natural com petitor and was a 
m em ber o f m any successful team s such 
as D esert heat (US N ational Cham pions 
1981), A ir Bears (W orld Cham pions 
1985). He was instrum ental in the organ
isation o f the 72-way world record in 
1983 and was involved in all the sub
sequent record-breaking skydives which 
took the num ber to 100, 144 and then 
200. He was a m em ber o f the O lym pic 
R ings skydiving dem onstration at the 
Seoul Olym pic Games.

Tom  Piras dedicated m uch o f his tim e to 
perfecting skydiving theory as well as 
practice and, m ore im portantly, com m u
nicating his discoveries to as w ide an 
audience as possible thus accelerating

the developm ent o f the sport. He was one 
o f  the founders o f Skydive D eland and 
his videos skydive 100 and 101 are ex
amples o f his enthusiasm  for teaching. It 
this same enthusiasm  that led to him 
setting up the Skydive University.

Tom  was not m arried but he is survived 
by a daughter, A m anda aged three.

A  trust fund has been set up for Am anda; 
donations can be sent to:

The Am anda Piras Trust, Barnett Bank, 
Volusia County, PO Box 2077, Deland 
F L 32721-9989

G reat organiser, suprem e skydiver, in
spirator and totally successful Tom  Piras 
has left an unforgettable mark on our 
sport and I ’ll rem em ber m any times with 
him; watching him  chase rhinos in A f
rica, conning him  out of his tie-dyed 
T-Shirt, rig and jum psuit for a cabaret or 
w atching him  inspire a hundred way at
tem pt in the blazing sun under a broken 
DC3.

Love him  or hate him, he was always 
respected and he’ll be m issed and re
m em bered as a m an who put as much 
into the sport as he took out.

Simon Ward

“All w e’re asking is perfection -  one 
tim e” . So boom ed the voice in W ally 3. 
It was Piras, Tom , Tom m y, depending 
upon who you were or how  your m ood 
took you. The epiphany above was al
m ost an epigram  for T om ’s life. He 
w asn’t interested in being second best. I 
first m et him  in Pope in 1979 w here he 
was in the B team  to M irror Image. He 
soon changed this when he m oved to 
Florida and form ed the A ir Bears  who 
becam e 4 -way world cham pions. Y ou 
either loved or loathed him  depending 
upon w hether you w ere in or out but it’s 
always the good tim es you rem em ber.

Like m any A m ericans Tom  didn’t quite 
understand the British sense o f hum our 
and becam e fair gam e for Sim on and 
m yself when inventing W ally. Simon, 
being the salesm an he is, persuaded the 
A ir  Bears that they would accom plish 
m ore if  they were to purchase ‘W ally’s 
com puterised jum psuits’ w ith metallic 
strips for points contact and an inflight 
recorder. To S im on’s surprise, Tom  and 
Guy ordered two sets. It was the start o f 
longer term  fun w ith Tom . W hether it was 
nude tandem s or barrel-rolling w ith my 
cam eras on 100-way attem pts, he always 
had one goal -  perfection. W e’ll m iss him
-  he m ade life interesting.

Leo Dickinson

H e was w ithout doubt one o f  the greatest 
innovators in RW . The progress that our 
sport has m ade over the last few  years 
has been helped significantly by Tom.

Tom s death hopefully will help to 
change peoples attitudes to A A D ’s. Let 
us hear and read less o f “W ith a correctly 
set and calibrated A A D ....”

I t’s ironic, but if  Tom s death m akes m ore 
people fit A A D ’s, and in turn lives are 
saved, then Tom  will continue to benefit 
Skydiving world wide.

Dave Hickling

Tom Piras 
1 9 5 2 - 1 9 9 2
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BPA SPECIAL MEETING ON THE CATEGORY SYSTEM AND RAPS
On the 25th o f  February the BPA held a meeting to dis
cuss the category system and RAPS. They also discussed  
student equipment, conversions and suggested opening 
heights. There were many changes to the existing sys
tems. The new category system, and other changes 
agreed upon are reproduced below. Once the new rules 
have been approved by the STC meeting o f  8th April, they 
will be included in the proposed new operations 
manual.

■  THE CATEGORY SYSTEM:
Category 1 Has received a minimum o f  six hours train
ing and has been cleared to make a fir s t static line descent.

Category 2 Has demonstrated the ability to fa ll  in a sta
ble position, counting throughout.

Category 3 Has demonstrated the ability to perform suc
cessful Dummy Ripcord Pulls (DRP), counting throughout, 
on three consecutive descents.

NB: Progression to freefa ll will only take place after a m ini
mum o f  fiv e  static line descents and will only be authorised by 
an Approved or Advanced Instructor. The fir s t freefa ll de
scent must take place no later than the day follow ing the last 
o f  the three successful DRP descents.

Category 4 Has demonstrated the ability to perform two 
consecutive stable delayed openings, counting throughout, o f  
up to fiv e  seconds.

Category 5 Has demonstrated the ability to perform two 
consecutive stable delayed openings, maintaining a heading 
and counting throughout, o ften  seconds.

Category 6 Has demonstrated the ability to perform  two 
consecutive stable delayed openings, maintaining a heading 
o f  fifteen  seconds and has demonstrated the ability to use an 
altimeter infreefall.

Category 7 Has dem onstrated the ability to perform  con
trolled 360° turns in both directions.

NB: Category 7 descents must take place from  a minimum al
titude o f5 ,000 ft AGL.

Category 8 Has demonstrated the ability to perform  the 
fo il owing :-

a) An unstable exit
b) A dive exit
c) Back loops
d) Tracks, including a track turn as an avoidance manoeuvre
e) A half-series with a short track and wave off, from  a m ini
mum altitude o f5 ,000 ft AGL. No tracking exercises may be 
commenced below an exit altitude o f  7,000ft AGL.

Category 9 Has been introduced to Formation Skydiving 
(FS) by CCI nominated Instructors or Category 10 jum pers o f  
proven FS instructional ability, and has achieved either 
WARP (World-wide Approved Relativework Progression) 
Level 7, or has demonstrated the ability to:

a) Control fa ll rate
b) Control horizontal movement (forwards, backwards and  
sideways)
c) Achieve ‘docking’ techniques
d) Turn in place
e) Dive and approach a target

NB: No more than one Category 8 jum per per group.

Category 10 Has achieved WARP Level 10, or has dem 
onstrated the ability to complete fo u r  points o f  4-Way Forma
tion Skydiving.

NB: No Category 8 jum pers and no more than two Category
9 jum pers per group.

■  CLASSIFICATION OF PARACHUTISTS
Parachutists are classified asfollow s:-

a) Student Parachutist -  Below Category 8
b) Parachutist -  Category 8 or 9 and below FAI C ’ Certifi
cate
c) Experienced Parachutist -  Category 10 and above and FAI 
‘C ’ certificate

U FAI CERTIFICATION (British Standard)
The applicant m ust reach the fo llow ing standards:- 
‘A ’ Certificate -  Category 3 or A F F  Level 3 
B ' Certificate -  Category 5 or A F F  Level 5 
‘C ’ Certificate -  Category 10, 50 descents and has been 
cleared fo r  spotting
D ’ Certificate -  Category 10 and 200 descents

NATO
Stocknmber: 5110-17-0469717

The Jack Safety Knife is 
now N A TO  issue.
The safety knife JACK is 
designed for parachuting 
and nothing else.

This is reflected from 
choice of material to shape 
and ergonomics.

• Fast, good grip
• O ne hand operation
• Length increases your reach
• T w in opposing blades -  cu t better
• Dayglo yellow or black colour
• Extra blade set is inside knife

HANSON SAFETY HB
Box 108, 236 23 Hollviken SW EDEN, Answerphone & Fax +46-40 45 02 60

flirMcisters
L p a r h c h u t c  s c h o o l , in c ..

OP€N RLL V6RR ROUND 

■Tandem Jumps ■ RFF Instruction
■ UUARP Instruction ■ Student Geor Rentals

I Primary and Advanced Relative Work Insturction 
Phone (813) 788-5591 Fax (813) 783-1339  

LOCRT6D RT

Zephurhills Parachute Center
P.O. Box 1889, Zephyrhills, FI 33539
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■  NCSO & TO ’S SUGGESTIONS CONCERN
ING STUDENT EQUIPM ENT AND CON
VERSIONS

The NCSO & TO had made a number of suggestions concern
ing student equipment and conversions. These were discussed 
in detail and were all Agreed with a few small changes.

The following were accepted for inclusion in the Operations 
Manual.

a) Students jum ping traditional (front and back) equipment 
may convert to piggy-back equipment once they have ob
tained Category 6.

b) Student Parachutists (up to Category 8) may only jum p  tra
ditional equipment o f  AFF/RAPS equipment (Ripcord main, 
AAD, RSL etc).

c) Category 8 parachutists and above may use ‘throwaway’ 
pilo t chutes.

d) ‘D ’ Certificate Experienced Parachutists and above may 
use ‘pu llo u t’ pilo t chutes.

e) Main parachutes jum ped  by Student Parachutists must be 
docile.

f )  When converting or changing equipment the firs t descent 
m ust not include progression freefa ll exercises.

g) As part o f  progression training fro m  one category/level to 
another, or when converting o f  changing equipment, revi
sion/instruction o f  emergency drills and procedures must take 
place.

h) A ll Student Parachutists must be dispatched by an instruc
tor.

■  SUGGESTED OPENING HEIGHTS
The minimum opening height rules will be:

Static Line Parachutists

Traditional (front and back) — open by 2,000ft AGL

RAPS (piggy-back) -  open by 3,000ft AGL

Student Freefall Parachutist

Traditional — open by 2,000ft AGL

RAPS, up to Category 6 -  open by 3,000ft AG L

RAPS, Cat 6 to Cat 8 -  open by 2,500ft AGL

(This also applies to Students converting fro m  traditional 
equipment to RAPS equipment between Category 6  and 8, ex
cept for the first conversion jump on which they must be open 
by 3,000ft AGL).

AFF Levels 1-8 -  open by 3,000ft AG L

Tandem Parachutist -  open by 5,000ft AGL

Parachutists -  All open by 2,000ft AG L

D ’ Certificate parachutists may open by 1,500ft AG L on dis
plays.

U RAPS
Nine proposals from Scotty Milne and one from K Skelley (*), 
were discussed; the accepted were as follows:(OW  rule in 
brackets and italics)

1) No more than two RAPS students to be dispatched per pass.

(No more than one static line RAPS student can be dispatched  
on a pass).

2) No more than eight RAPS students will be trained on any 
one course.

(No more than 6 RAPS students will be trained on any one 
course)

3) Suspended Harness: All RAPS students conduct suspended 
harness drills

(Centres teaching RAPS must have a minimum o f  one sus
pended harness p er  two ab-initio students, compatible to the 
equipment in use).

4) The DZ controller must be a responsible Experienced Para
chutist who has been fully briefed on his/her duties by the 
CCI.

(The D Z controller must be at least a Potential Instructor, 
trained in the use o f  radios and drop zone control).

* 5) ‘Altimeters must be carried by all parachutists carrying 
out a planned delayed opening o f 15 seconds or m ore’.

(Altimeters must be carried on all descents by RAPS students).

When visiting Florida stop and see us 
a t one of our 2 locations - downtown 
or on the DZ a t Skydive city. Whether 

your a t home or in Florida let 
us customize a new set of 
gear for your today.

38529 5th Avenue 
Zephyrhills, Florida 33540 

T C L #  ( 8 1 3 )  7 88 -9 8 31  F A X  #  ( 8 1 3 )  7 8 8 -5 1 0 7

A V /A \^ _
S P E C I A L

ANTONOV AN-2 GIANT BIPLANE

* Enjoy a novel experience in 1993
* Lifts 12 in spacious cabin, quietly
* Avia Special Ltd: UK’ s most experienced 
AN-2 operators - contact:

James Black or Sue Jefferis 
tel 0707 262 774, fax 0707 251 405
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BOOGIE ROUND UP

I n the fo r  north o f  Malaysia, where the Indian Ocean 
merges with the M alacca Strait, lie 99 islands, scattered  

like a heap o f  green ja d e  on a cloth o f  blue velvet...this 
is...legendary LANGKAW I, an ancient archipelago 
steeped in myth -  where jungle-covered cliffs dotted with 
waterfalls plunge hundreds o f  metres into the sea. The 
sun-kissed shores are fringed  with whispering coco palm s 
and casuarinas; a ll playing host to this ye a r’s “Tropical 
Boogie”.

Organised by Alexis Perry and his team of Rob Colpus, Eric de 

Coster (DZ doc), Mitch Decoteau (Safety & training' Officer), 

Mike Bouman, Herman Landsman, Fred Post, and Derro Thomas

(Social Sec!!), who led us through a 15 day memorable vacation 

as promised!

A Hundred and thirteen Skydivers from 14 countries arrived in 

KL, and after the usual introductions, gear checks, briefings, 

cocktails and T-shirts, jumping began early (5.30am start!) the 

following morning. The C -130 kindly provided by the Malaysian 

Airforce was large enough to take all the participants in a single 

lift. It would shut down for the repack and start again as soon as 

everyone was ready!

The following day, selected jumpers took part in a display jump 

into Tittiwangsi Park (really!) for City Celebrations Day at which 

the PM was present and a good time was had by all.

Three days on, overdosed on shopping and satay everyone was 

transferred to Langkawi Island for the duration of the Boogie, 

accommodated at the first class beach front De Lima Resort Hotel. 

The DZ, a five minute drive away, was located at the airport 

alongside the main runway. To the north flanked by verdant green 

mountains, to the south disappearing into the azure tropical waters

-  the visuals in freefall and under canopy were impressive. All 

fears of landing on a completely different island or worse still the 

Malacca Strait itself were chased away by the excellent standard 

of spotting throughout the boogie (thanks Herman!); outlandings 

were never a problem.

The sheer number of load organisers and their skill, ensured that 

everyone whatever their level was well catered for, with the 

emphasis on learning and improving skills whilst having fun.
Sport



BOOGIE ROUND UP

With Sky vans for the first week and a C-130 for the second, 

everyone made as many jumps as they wished -  average 31 per 

jumper. The standard was good with the better groups consistently 

making 3 point 20-ways. With the arrival of the C-130 30-ways 

were the norm and there were a couple of 50-way attempts which 

sadly did not complete but almost did!

A number of dignitaries were initiated by Andy Robinson from 

SA and Richard Hornig from Ampuria Brava using Tandem rigs 

sponsored by Captain’s Cabin. Video debriefing was standard, the 

camera team of eight being led by Bruno Brokken and Gabby 

Meis; a boogie video will be available in April (another review 
for you Ola!)

The Brits were represented by Rob, Derro, Pete, Trev, Julie and 

Elaine Price, who came back as Elaine Cox (!), (See page 35 fo r  

more details... Ed) John Carter and Debbie Clouting.

The organisation and administration throughout was handled 

admirably in a country which made 'Manyana' smack of effi

ciency and there were no real problems which is more than can 

be said for a weekend’s skydiving in the UK!!

Before the Boogie began the company supplying the aircraft lost 

a Sky van in the jungle, (still hasn’t been found!), and were unable 

to fulfil their obligation -  Question -  Where do you find a Sky van 

in Malaysia by tomorrow? -  Answer -  Ask Alexis, he found two, 
great work!!

There were many noteworthy skydives, in particular night jumps 

from the C-130 -  awesome visuals, a sunset beach jump (two 

point 20-way) with BBQ and party and a really nice 27-way room 

dive organised by Derro as part of our wedding celebrations.

The weather throughout was excellent the final total was 3,561 

skydives in eleven jumping days; there were no injuries and only 

3 reserve rides. The whole event was extremely well managed, 

the organisers worked hard to ensure everyone had a good time, 

everyone was made to feel welcome, there were no cliques or 

niggles only fun!

Next year’s event is planned for Borneo and I would recommend 

it to anyone who fancies a tropical, hassle free, fun skydiving 
holiday. For further information contact Alexis Perry, 65 Chemin 

de la Platriere, Le Peyloubet, 06130 Grasse, France. Tel: 93 

092171 Fax: 93 704699.

By Greg Cox, Photos by Gaby Meis
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BOOGIE ROUND UP

Langkawi Boogie -  No Problem!
The success of the Zanzibar Boogie in February ’92 prompted 
Alexis Perry and his Boogie crew to go ahead and look for 
another attractive Tropical venue for a repeat gig in ’93. After 
throwing darts at a globe he decided on the Northern coast of 
Borneo as a potential location for madness, and off he went, 
armed only with his shades and a bottle of factor 25 to do a 
reconnaissance. After an agonizing week or two travelling 
around five star Hotels in South-East Asia, 
and with the factor 25 on its last legs, he 
finally decided, with the advice of the Ma
laysian tourist board, to plum for the tropi
cal paradise island of Langkawi. It is lo
cated in the Indian Ocean, 50 km off the 
West Coast of the Malaysian peninsular 
level with the Thai border.

Now with only three months left all he had 
to do was lay on deals with Malaysian 

Airlines from five European cities, block book a suitable hotel 
on a Beach with swimming pool, arrange three meals a day, find 
the odd Sky van and Hercules C -130 and recruit one hundred plus 
skydivers with 2500 US$ to spend. No problem thought our 
intrepid leader... and he was right.

So between the 30th January and 1 st of February, flights carrying 
a hundred and thirty or so, Skydivers and friends arrived at Kuala 
Lumpur International Airport, from London, Frankfurt, Paris, 
Madrid and Amsterdam. Plus a few ex-pat Americans and Brits 
from Hong Kong, Singapore and Bangkok. Before they could 
even spend their first Ringit they were instantly whipped away 
to the four-star Down Town KL Hotel Malaysia, where gear and 
docs were checked and the first Boogie briefing given. Not one 
to hang around and waste time, Alexis had laid on a one hour 
Hercules flight to the relatively deserted east coast of the Penin
sula to kick off with a few dives, to blow away the cobwebs and 
practice for a Here demo for the very next day into a football field 
in the centre of Kuala Lumpur in front of none other than the 
Malaysian Prime-Minister. The three practice jumps went well 
on the first day with a couple of completed 36-ways which was 
pretty promising considering the rust in the air and that 50% of

INSURANCE 
FOR PARACHUTISTS

ULjf
WEST MERCIA 

INSURANCE BROKERS
High St., Womboume, Nr Wolverhampton WV5 9DN 

Tel: 0902 892661

the people were meeting each other for the first time. Unusually 
for him, Alexis had forgotten to brief the weather gods on the day 
of the demo and the PM had to be content with three passes at six 
grand, but as all 75 skydivers landed perfectly in the arena after 
some rapid 10 and 20-ways he seemed suitably impressed.

After a day visiting Chinatown and other delights of KL disguised 
as tourists, we all set off north to Langkawi.

The De Lima Resort Hotel on beautiful Langk
awi Island was a pleasant surprise after the 
dubious Third World charms of the Zanzibar 
Hotel a year earlier. The De Lima came fully 
equipped with wall-to-wall palm trees, air con
ditioners, swimming pools and a beautiful 
ocean view. Alexis had laid on two Skyvans 
for the first week and the Here again for the 
second, also eight load organisers, and at least 
one video on every load. “This is too good to 

be true” everyone said... and they were right!

Because whilst we were busily having a good time in KL, 
unbeknown to us one of the Skyvans had disappeared in the 
mountain jungles of Sumatra with sixteen passengers on board 
never to be seen again. This of course was a major disaster for 
them and a relatively minor disaster for us, as we still had one 
’Van left... or so we all thought. Because of the tragedy of the lost 
aircraft the authorities decided to ground the company’s only 
other Sky van until an enquiry could be held. Now our minor class 
of disaster had turned into a major one. Alexis spent the next night 
and day helping Malaysian Telecom compete with BT for profits. 
After ringing everyone who’s anyone, and telling them that he 
was a personal friend of the PM, he managed to get the second 
’Van released, and it arrived next morning. That day’s jumping 
went well, albeit slowly, until towards the end of the day when 
landing after dropping a load, the crew some how managed to 
crash-land the Skyvan on the end of the runway, putting the nose 
wheel through the floor and leaving the nose looking like it had 
done fifteen rounds with Mike Tyson. By now Alexis was think
ing of signing on at the local mosque, but instead he went back 
to buying shares in Malaysian telecom, and managed with the 
help of $ 13,000 ferry fee to get another ’ Van with an experienced 
Danish jump pilot all the way from northern Borneo.

So for the next two days skydiving continued at a pace with some 
of the fastest turn-round times I’ve seen a ’Van do, until the 
Malaysian co-pilot’s head exploded with sinus problems; be
cause Malaysian law requires two pilots on a Van we were 
grounded again. This time Alexis just put the phone on Autopilot, 
as it was by now well trained, and managed to track down a pilot 
in KL. This guy was due to arrive at 8 o ’clock next morning on 
a 737 flight, so we all got out there with a welcoming committee 
only to find him not on it. Poor old Alexis was now getting 
paranoid that the jumper’s sense of humour would be running 
thin, but of course everyone knew that this was an incredible run 
of bad luck and none of it the fault of the boogie staff.

one of the Skyvans had 
disappeared in the 

mountain jungles with 16 
passengers on board. This 

of course was a major 
disaster for them and a 

minor disaster for us
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BOOGIE ROUND UP

Anyway, the new co-pilot arrived next morning and jumping 
continued from the ’Van in perfect weather for four more days 
until the Here arrived and took over. The Here crews were very 
helpful and enthusiastic and gave us perfect run-ins at 14000ft 
with anywhere from fifty to a hundred sky divers on board. Among 
the special attractions was an excellent jump onto a picture-post- 
card beach at the far end of the island followed by coconut milk 
laced with vodka or rum drunk from the husk and an excellent 
satay Bar-B-Q to round off the sunset. Another memorable event 
was a superb night jump from the Here. Trav
elling to altitude in the cavernous cabin of the 
Here lit only by small red lights and then 
diving from the ramp at 14000ft into a pitch 
black void, to be greeted by the spectacle of 
the island at night was something not to be 
missed.

The remainder of the boogie went well with 
some nice dives being made by the A and B 
groups, strangely enough never quite as good as the first day when 
everyone was rusty. As part of the deal the Here came equipped 
with 35 Malaysian skydiving squaddies to whom we were sup
posed to impart the mysteries of the West, ie, Formation Skydiv
ing. They tried hard but with an average of fifteen per coach, it 
was a case of the longer the skydive went on. the further they got 
apart in three dimensions, I was glad I had my Cypres. But anyway 
towards the end of the week a few of them were getting a 3-way 
together, and they all learned a lot from watching the excellent

Yes, even Greg looked 
beautiful, they sat on 

thrones on a stage while 
Malaysian dancers 

performed around them

video debriefs in our two video theatres we had set up in our 
bamboo and palm-leaf hut.

Two of the British jumpers Greg Cox and Elaine Price took the 
opportunity of an exotic climate to get exotic themselves by 
getting married Malaysian style, dressed beautifully as some sort 
of king and queen (yes, even Greg looked beautiful) they sat on 
thrones on a stage while Malaysian dancers performed around 
them and a number of jumpers were invited up to perform a sort 
of celebration ceremony by sprinkling them with water and com

ing away with a fertility boiled egg painted 
gold... hmmm?

Anyway by the end of the second week every
body had made between 30 and 40 dives, some 
had done some excellent scuba diving, most had 
rented mopeds at ridiculously cheap prices and 
explored the charms of the islands. I had been 
chased by wild monkeys by a jungle waterfall, 

and got burnt to a frazzle on a moped. But it’s fair to say that 
everyone had a great skydiving experience in an amazing corner 
of the globe, and next year promises to be even better because it’s 
“visit Malaysia year ’94” and the PM could not do without his 
personal demo team, now could he?

After we had all left on our respective flights to the frozen north, 
Alexis crept away to a deserted and secret venue with his French 
girlfriend, and was last seen scrambling up the nearest telegraph 
pole with a pair of wire cutters in his teeth.

Rob Colpus

BRITISH PARACHUTE SCHOOLS ^
The Control Tower, Langar Airfield, Langar, Notts, NG13 9HY 

Telephone & Fax: (0949) 60878

E V E N T S  1 9 9 3

APRIL 26-MAY 7 PRE-AFF TRAINING & EVALUATION COURSES

MAY 10-14 
MAY 17-21

OPEN TO NON-INSTRUCTORS

BPA PI COURSE 
BPA FINAL COURSE

JUNE 26-JULY 4 LANGAR LARGE AIRCRAFT BOOff/E
JUNE 26/27 
JULY 3/4

ORGANISED JUMPS, BOOGIE SCHOOL, AND...

10-WAY SPEED MEET 
20-WAY SEQUENTIAL MEET

OPEN EVERY DAY. BUSY MIDWEEK ON GOOD WEATHER DAYS.
WE LOOK AFTER EVERYONE: STUDENTS ON ROUND AND SQUARE KIT, WARP JUMPERS, FUN JUMPERS, 

AFF STUDENTS AND GRADUATES, TANDEM JUMPERS ETC 
AIRCRAFT - WARM BN ISLANDER WITH IN-FLIGHT DOOR AND A CESSNA 206
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B U T  W H A T  I
How many times have we all said BUT WHAT IF . . . ? ’ Most of us can name 
friends who may still be here today if they had been skydiving with an 
AAD. The decade’s most innovative product - CYPRES - is the answer 
we’ve been waiting for.

Order yours NOW from SWARD SPORTS for you and your family’s peace 
of mind.

For your free information booklet, ordering details and prices about the 
CYPRES call Andy Peckett on 0793 772 323.

At time of going to press there is a waiting list of up to 12 weeks from 
AIRTEC, so buy now from our stock or call Andy to reserve one.

Altim eters q  Metres O Feet
O Sapphire 13,000 ft, white face. Wrist or 

chest mount. Inc wrist mount.
Great value £69.95
O Black O Red O Blue O Pink 

O Altimaster II 12,000 ft, white face. The 
‘Standard’ altimeter £115.00 

O Altimaster III 12,000 ft. Includes wrist 
mount. £145.00 

O Altimaster V Wrist (inc) or chest mount
12,000 ft. O Blue O Black £79.95 

O Parachutes de France 13,000 ft, white 
face. Inc wrist mount. Very sturdy. £89.95 
O Pink O Silver O Blue OTurq 

O Chest Pad foam pad fits all altimeters.
Colour_____________________ £5.95

O Chest Pad/Zak Knife as above with built
in Zak knife. Colour___________ £8.95

O ‘U’ brackets (pairs) attach Altimaster II 
to chest pad. £2.95 

O Wrist Mount O Alti II O Alti III £5.95

Audible altim eters
Altitude awareness safety devices. 
Recommended to all levels.

O Dytter pulsating tone at preset height. 
Very loud. O Red O Black O Blue 
O Turquoise. £125.00 

O Microhawk Black £89.95 
O Dytter Mount For no helmet dives £9.95 
O Dytter batteries Set of 4 £9.95

Gloves
Sizes: O XS/7 O S/7.5
O M/8 O L/9 O XLV9.5

O Aircrew Close fitting unlined leather 
Sensitive feel. Excellent for all purpose 
use. £19.95
O Black O Red O Navy O White

O Thermal Thermal lined leather gloves 
with cuffs. Close fitting. Ideal for winter. 
£22.45
O Black O Red O Navy O White

O Gripfit Leather palm/Lycra back Stretch 
fit. Fashionable £19.95 
O White palm and hot pink/turq back 

O Silk Inners Liners for gloves for extra 
warmth under your normal gloves £7.25 

O Webbed Gloves Suede leather 
palm/spandex back £19.95 
O S OM O L

Camera Gear
O Mount Polycarbonate plate and nylon 

brackets for stills/video/film.
Fits Protec only. £70.00 

O Newton Sight Lens in mount with 6mm 
rod £69.95 

O Stem/Universal Joint Stem fits to any 
helmet, joint connects stem to sight £24.50 

O Complete Kit £149.95 
O Skylight Video, LED indicator £34.95 
O Advanced Newton Sight £149.95 
O Modified Dytter for above £149.95

Goggles
O Sward Sports Goggles Superb comfort, 

soft edging. Lens: O Clear O Smoke
Trim: OPink O Green O Orange
O Black OBIue O Red O Grey
OTurquoise O White £6.99 

O Sky Eyes Clear Lens. Soft rubber trim. 
Edge colour O Black O Blue
O Pink O Green O Yellow £11.45 

O Kroop’s Clear Lens Side vented.
O Clear O Smoke 
Trim colours: O Red O Black
O Blue O Hot Pink £5.45 

O Kroop’s Over Eyeglasses
Clear lens goggle for spectacle wearers. 
Trim colours: O Hot Pink
O Black O Blue O Red £8.95

O EZ Clear, rimless, non fogging £4.99

Hats & Headgear
O Frapp Hat Handmade in quality Italian 

leather. Custom size & colours.
2x dytter pockets. Clip fastener.
Phone for stock or order form. £85.00 

O Frapp Hat
Factory made Dytter holes.
Clip fastener O S O M O L 
O Black O Blue £54.95 

O Protec Tough plastic helmet £35.95 
O S OM O L  O XL
O White O Red O Black O Blue

O Protec Liners £12.95
O S OM O L O XL

Bits & Pieces
O Tube Stoes, Clear £5.45

O Standard O Microline
O Tube Stoes, Coloured £6.45 

O Standard O Microline
O Wallet Hip Pocket Nylon Wallets.

Many colours including fluorescents 
O Canopy design O ‘RW design
Colour ____________ _ £4.50

O Ben Bag
Flat waist pouch, two 
pockets, snap fastening elasticated 
waistband. O Bright O quiet £9.95 

O Weight Vest Made from parapak with 
fastex clips & 4 tubes 
OS O M O L £34.95 
O Filled tube £1.00 per lb 
(P&P relative to extra weight)

O Sunglasses
Cool, groovy bright colours 
Rubber frame. UV protected. £2.99 

O Googlies Soft, adjustable retainer 
bands for sunglasses.
O Bright O Subtle £4.95

Knives
O Jacknife, Spare Blades. £9.95 

O Yellow O Black
O Pouch for Jacknife Fit to jumpsuit or

rig. Colour:_____________ £3.00
O Aluminum Hook Knife Same as Zak. 

Replaceable blades 
O Black O Red OBIue £10.50 

O Aluminium Hook Knife in pouch
Colour:____________________ £13.00

O Zak Knife Small single blade 
emergency knife. Also good for 
fishing!! £3.50 

O Zak Knife with Tape & Pop Stud £3.75
O Zak Knife in Pouch Fits to chest

strap. Colour:____ _____ _ , ___ _£6.00

Parachute Release System
O Cypres 1 pin model POA 
O Cypres 2 pin model POA 
O Cypres Student & Tandem models POA

Gear Care
O Packing Mat With Pocket Large size. 

Padded kneeling area. Riser holders.
Colour:__________ £14.50

O Rig Bag with Pockets Padded shoulder 
straps. Carry handle. Large main pocket 
plus smaller front pocket with 3 dividers. 
Packing tabs.
Colour:__________ £54.95

O Rig Bag for Tandem Rigs
Colour:__________ £64.95

O Mini Rig Backpack Lots of pockets, 
padded straps. Pop Top or ‘Vector’ (tick 
for order form) £34.95

Self Inking Stamps
Self Inking Stamp O RW O CRW 
Never needs an ink pad. £5.50 
Fun Logging Stamps Four Great stamps 
to assist with logging, dive organisation 
or pure fun! £4.99 
O Zoo O Funnel O Tandem 
O Mega Man Stamp 
(1 1/2" for dive organising)

O Ink Pad for Stamps Standard ink pad 
for use with our Stamps (not self inking 
ones!) £1.99

Logging
O Log Book Holder, Basic Parapack. 2 

large 2 small & pen pockets. Holders for 
RW & CRW stamps. Padded.
Colour:____________ £11.95

O Log Book Holder, De Luxe As above 
with extra pockets and velcro fastening.
Fully padded. Colour:_________£14.95

O Log Book, 2 Jumps/Page Traditional’ 
RW logbook. Lots of information pages. 
£5.75
Log Book, 10 Jumps/Page As above 
£5.75

O Faxlog Log Pages Logbook for 6-ring 
personal planner (ie Filofax). Information 
pages. £4.95 

O Faxlog 6-ring Folder High quality 
laminated 6-ring personal planner/ 
binder. £9.95 

O Faxlog Folder/Log Pages Combination 
of the 6-ring binder and the log pages. 
£12.95



Jewellery & Watches
O Funky Freefallers Very colourful 

O Brooch O Fridge Magnet £6.50 
O Superior Pin Badges Gold edged

O Skysurfer O Freestyle
O Tandem O Blue Track
O Exit from diving Pilatus Porter £4.99 

O Enamel Pin Badges
O DC3 O Freefaller O Tandem 
O Square side-on O Square front on 
O Round (A/Con) £3.75 

O Silver Earrings 
O Square canopies side-on 
O Front-on O Freefaller £8.45

O Silver Pendants 
O Square canopies side on 
O Front-on O Freefaller £5.25

O Watches Traditional altimeter design 
face. Swiss quartz movement. Black strap 
O With Date £19.95 
O Without Date £18.95 

O Altimeter Wall Clock Brighten up the 
home or office with our Wall Clock 
depicting an Altimeter design - just as the 
watch face. Supplied with battery and 
one year guarantee £14.95

Books
HB - HARDBACK PB - PAPERBACK 
O ‘Filming the Impossible’

Adventure travel book by Leo Dickinson. 
Inc some skydiving. 255 pages 
PB & HB £7.95 

O ‘Anything is possible’ 2nd adventure 
travel book by Leo Dickinson Inc 
skydiving 225 pages HB. £14.95 

O ‘Guide to Sport Parachuting’
By Charles Shea-Simmonds. Ideal for 
students. 144 pages HB £12.50 

O ‘Picture Library, Skydiving’
Full colour picture book including basic 
text 32 pages HB. £5.95 

O Skies Call I, II, & III’
Full colour pictures in three volumes. 
Approx 150 pics per volume HB 
O I O II O III £12.50 

O ‘The Sky People’
History of Parachuting by Peter Hearn. 
200 pages HB £18.95 

O ‘Freefalling Together’ Dive Organiser 
book. Over 1300 skydiving formations 
from 2- 20 ways PB. £10.00 

O ‘Groundrush’ by Simon ‘Jakey’ 
Jakeman. 127 pages HB £9.99

Posters
O 5 Man Star Trailing Smoke £3.50 
O Build up to 126-way Record £3.50 
O 24 Stack Record £3.50

Videos
SPECIAL OFFERS 
O All 4 Wally Tapes £75.00 
O Any 2 Wally Tapes £50.00 
O ‘Wally, the Movie’(l) £29.95 
O ‘The Right Wally’ (II) £29.95 
O ‘The Wally Stuff’ (III) £29.95 
O ‘Wally Goes Tropical’ (IV) £29.95 
O Dead Men’s Tales £24.95 
O ‘Relative Work - "The Basics"’

Inc all 10 levels for training from the 
WARP programme. £29.95 

O ‘World CRW Championships’
50 min TV Programme + loads of 
training and competition jumps 
Nearly 2 hours. £19.95 

O ‘Anything is Possible’ 3 x 26 min TV 
Documentaries. £19.99 

O ‘Travelling I’ 3 Top class films & 
amazing freestyle footage £34.95 

O ‘Travelling 2’ More great sequences 
£34.95

O ‘Flight of the Dream Team’
By Norman Kent. Narrated and ideal for 
showing non-skydivers £29.95 

O ‘From Wings Came Flight’
By Norman Kent. Superb Skydiving 
footage in exotic locations £39.95 

O ‘Norman Kent Compilation'
World Champion Air Bears,
Freakbrother convention, Ride a Cloud 
60+ minutes. £19.95 

O ‘Kinesthesia’ The art of body flight by 
Norman Kent. £39.95

Sward Sportswear
Please call Sward Sports for colour choice 
O Skydive Sweatshirts £9.99 

White with large ‘Skydive’ logo across 
chest in Fluorescent Pink & Bright Blue 
O S OM O L  O XL

O Skydive T-Shirt as sweatshirt £5.99 
O S OM O L  O XL

O Jackets Made from F-111 & towelled 
lining
Style: O Pull-Over O Zip-Up
Colour:__________ £34.99

O Trousers Baggy cotton trousers in great 
patterns. Size____________ £27.50

Footwear
Size:. (3 - 12/37 - 46)

O Strops (Thongs) £17.50
Rubber Sandals with ankle straps.
O Single Bright O Multi Bright
O Black O Blue

O Fibus Hard wearing sandals with fully 
adjustable ankle straps £27.50
O Blue O Blue/Silver O Green/Grey
O Black O Magenta/Grey O Red

SABRES
We have a large selection of 
Sabres and many other 
main and reserve canopies 
in stock, or we can have 
your custom ordered Sabre 
delivered in about 9 weeks, 
so why not place your order 
with us now.

SPECIAL 
OFFERS
Ex-demo equipment for 
sale, all with less than 50 
jumps each - Predators, 
Reflexes and ZPs. Also, 
secondhand equipment 
available. Call Andy 
Peckett for details.

P .#
(Jse  

v,Qste•C*»

Mail your order today:
Have you ordered from Sward Sports before? O Yes O No 2/93

Name:
Address:

Post Code:

enc a cheque or please debit my Switch/Access/Visa/Mastercard A/C No:
Expiry Date:

Signature: Switch Issue No:
Home Tel No:

Item
description

Size Colour Custom options
(size,colour, name, etc)

Custom
charge

Item
Price

Qty Total
Price

UK BFPO& Outside
Post & Packing Europe Europe

Orders up to £20.00 £1.50 £2.50 £4.50
Orders £20.01-£50.00 £2.00 £3.50 £7.50
Orders over £50.00 £3. )0 £4. )0£10.00

Sward Sports Ltd, Mill Farm, The Fox, Purton, Swindon, Wilts SN5 9

Goods
Post & Packing

TOTAL

EF (UK)
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTS

ZEROX/PD 143 PD 421 TANDEM MAIN CANOPY
Dark grey and red Zerox complete with main 

bag, pilot chute and risers pius PD 143 re
serve.
Excellent condition

£700
Tel: Andy Tate (Home) 091 2855 361 

________________  (work) 091 2679120
RACER/PHANTOM 22
Small red and blue Racer with Phantom 22 

reserve. Includes new main bag and throw
away pilot chute. Would suit 150/170 main.

£350
Tel: Eleanor (Home) 091 232 1129 

_____________(Weekends) 0748 875 367
NEW TALON HARNESS/CONTAINER
Brand new Talon harness/container. Never 
used. Set up with freebag for a square re
serve, material is Cordura, RSL, Throwaway 
pilot chute.

Bargain at £440
_____________________Tel: 0252 274 12
RACER/26 LOPO LITE
Navy blue with red trim. Medium harness. To 
fit Fury as main. Reserve never used. A ll acid 
tests clear Made 1985. A ll in excellent condi
tion very few jumps.

No reasonable offer refused 
__________Tel: Steve on 0773 828168

TEARDROP/CD 190/MICRQ RAVEN
Navy Teardrop (turquoise Pop Top)
Turquoise CD190 with Micro lines.
Micro Raven reserve - Kevlar lines.
70 jumps - mint condition

For sale - £975
Two jump suits

£40 each
Tel: Pete Ostacchini 081 693 8503

CONTAINERS/CANOPIES/RESERVES
For sale: 1 x  Racer and 4.8m SAC (Acid 
tested), will take 252 as main. = £200 
1 x Racer container sized for Fury main and 

Swift reserve =  £75
1 x AFF Chaser container sized for Manta 

and X21 OR =£75
1 x Manta main canopy 250jumps = £300 

ono
1 x  Terra Airband Transceivers £100 ono  

Tel: Dave Cassidy (Day) 0980 841371 
_________________  (Eve) 0264 335 636
CHASER/RAYDER 220/NVADER
Rayder 220 blues/white in all black Chaser, 
Invader reserve, medium size blue Protec, 
altimeter on chest pad with Zak knife, new 
red/black A ir Care RW suit, leather gloves, all 
in VGC.

Bargain £550 the lot
_____________________Tel: 0603 380 87
MIR AGE/FIREFLY/X175R
Blue and maroon container with matching 
Firefly main canopy. Complete with kit bag, 
helmet and small jumpsuit. Also Altimaster II. 
Miraqe 2.5 has low chest strap. Ideal for women.

£650
Tel: Trina (0908) 605020 or (021) 478 3857

White top surface and stabilisers.
Bottom surface blue with two red stripes. 32 

jumps only. Available for immediate delivery. 
Bargain for club or private Tandem operator.

£1,350 ono 
Tel: RE Para Team 0252 863 246

TALON/FURY/RASCAL 202
Talon: Blue with pink stripe, Fury: Skyblue 

with rainbow ribs, Rascal 202: Skyblue. 
Throw-away, only 130 jumps, can been seen 
in Southampton.

£1,200 ono
Tel: (Eve) 0703 431198 

_________________ (days) 0703 237 755
1 PIN TEARDROP/RAVEN ll/RAVEN II 
RW VECTOR/NOVA 150/PD 160 R
Both kits as new with less than 20 jumps on 
them. Very best of equipment with MOT

Offer me some money!! 
Tel: 0383 852 647

JVC S-VHS GRS505 VIDEO
Small. Only only year old. Recently fully serv
iced. Ready for air-to-air. Beautiful quality 
picture. 2 spare batteries. 2 chargers and 
leads. Wide angle converter (New).

Cost £1,300, will accept £500 only 
______________ Tel: 0404 448 01

PARAGLIDING
High Adventure - Specialist tuition in 
skysport.
Why come down when you can go up?! 
Today’s Paragliders have a sink rate of less 
than 200ft per min a max speed o f 35 mph 
and a glide angle of 10:1. The world record 
cross country flight is 255 Km 
For further information on Paragliding, Hang 
Gliding, and other Adventure Holidays ring: 

Tel: High Adventure on 0983 752 322 
Open all year round_________________________________

AEROBATICS
Aerobatics, a thrilling experience.
Do your Biggies bit. Loop an Roll with an 

Aerobatic trail lesson voucher.
£45

Cheques made payable to Mr C Davidson, 
c/oFordaire Aviation Ltd, Fullers Hill Farm, 

Gransden, Nr. Sandy, Beds SG19 3BP 
Tel: 0767 519 50

CHASER/MARAUDER/SWIFT/ + DZ VAN
Twenty jumps only, excellent condition. Full 

six months certificate. Black container, gold 
canopy. Throwaway. Van is a Bedford CF 
230. Taxed, MOT until June 1993. Ideal for 
DZ visiting and sleeping in.

£1,500 the lot
and will throw in an altimeter and a jump suit 
(6ft male).
_______________ Tel: John 081 878 0147
TEARDROP/FALCON 195/RAVEN 1
Single pin Teardrop - Black 
Raven 1 resen/e, Falcon 195 main, Cypres 

and RSL. Dytter, Alti II, Fraphat, Jumpsuits 
and DZ Bag, 40 jumps only.

Only £1,500
Tel: 0865 529 64

CHASER/SAC
Tan and brown Chaser, pull out. SAC never 

used, tested acid free.
Harness suit smaller frame, less than 5 ‘11". 
Owned and maintained by FAA Senior para
chute rigger

£200
Steve O’Brien Tel: 081 555 0629 (Eves)

CONTAINERS/CANOPIES/RESERVES
Blue Track 60 - Turquoise, 50 jumps = £500 

Hobbit 162sq ft Sq Res (new) = £450
GO Rayder 220 sq ft Main - 40 jumps = £150 
Vector/Maverick/Phantom 24 - 350 jumps

= £500
Racer/Pegasus/K20 Res - 350jumps = £425 
Tear drop 2  pin, Leather - 70 jumps = £400 

Tel: 0622 890 967
MOTOR-CARAVAN FOR SALE
Autosleeper Volksvagon hightop
5 gears, C Reg, Milage 53,000
Incl: Cooker, fridge, heater, toilet, stereo

£6,499
anyone interested Tel: Mandy Dickinson 

____________________on 0454 316 708
SUPERIOR T SHIRTS
Leap into spring in our superior shirts de
signed specifically for skydivers. Send SAE 
for brochure or choose from: "Radical Alti
tude" stacking design (on white), "Freedom" 
silouhetted against sun (on green), Landing 
on the "DZ" (light blue). One size fits all.

£.9.25 each
M & M Inks, 69 Machon Bank Road, Shef- 
________________________field, S7 1 PE
EQUIPMENT WANTED
Rig bag, packing mat, wrist almt

Tel: Regan 061 338 3044 (morning) 
_____________ 061 338 2827 (afternoon)
WONDERHOG/UNIT MAIN/X210r
Good Condition, Main - Red White Blue, 
Contianer - Blue Silver. Reserve unused.

£450
Tel: 0264 810 295

Complete System. Main Cruislite 7 Cell (200 
jumps), container Mirage USA (200jumps), 
Swift Plus 7 Cell Square Reserve (as new, 
never jumped). DZ Bag.

£950
Tel: 0792 873 040

BOOK & VIDEO OFFER
Leo Dickinson has produced a 160-page 

hardback book describing his journey over 
Everest. Illustrated with stunning colour pho
tographs, the book is an entaining account of 
his unique adventure.
Also available if  you didn’t record it  from the 
TV is an 54 minute VHS video o f the trip. 
Payment can be made by Visa/Mastercard, UK 
Cheques, Postal Orders.
Order both the book and the video and claim a 
£2.50 discount.
Ballooning Over Everest - book -  £14.99 
Ballooning Over Everest - video -  £14.99 
Ballooning Over Everest - book and video 

-£ 2 6 .9 8
Please add £2 postage (UK)

Signed copies of the books, & videos are avail
able direct from:

L & M Dickinson, 
‘Kalos’ Cotswold Lane, 

Old Sodbury, Bristol, BS17 6NE, UK.
RAVEN 3/MIRAGE/PHANTOM 26
Raven 3, Mirage, Phamtom 26. 298 jumps, 
fully serviced, black, yellow, silver, white, soft 
openings, soft landings, new ZP pilot chute, 
CRW Mods., Good for Demos.
Reserve acid free, rig looks small, very good 
condition. Must sell.

£600 ovno 
Tel: 0404 448 01

CLASSIFIED ADVERTS COST E5 
FOR 40 WORDS PLUS 10P PER 
WORD THEREAFTER. ADVERTS 
CAN BE PLACED BY PHONE OR 
FAX BUT PAYMENT MUST BE RE
CEIVED BEFORE GOING TO 
PRESS. CHEQUES SHOULD BE 
MADE PAYABLE TO: A IR S C A P E  
L T D  AND SENT TO:

AIRSCAPE LTD
3 TYERS GATE 
LONDON 
SE13HX

ADVERTISERS
Air Care/Frap Hats (Kit) 15 INDEX Phoenix Z-Hills 16
Airmasters Z-Hills (AFF) 30 Flagler Aviation 48 Saffari Excursion 11
Airodium Back Page Freeflight Z/Hills 33 Skycraft Services (Silencers) 39
Avia Special (Plane hire) 31 Hanson Safety Knife 30 Skydive Magazine 43
Blue Sky Sports 9 Kit Store 2 Skylife (T-shirts) 26
Boogie Club 15 Larsen & Brusgaard (Dytter) 13 Sport Parachutist (Assistant Editor) 22
Boogie Performance 48 Lemmings Bungee Club 26 Square One 8
BPA Video Operator 43 Leo Dickinson (Camera Helmet) 41 Sunshine Factory 31
British Parachute School Langar 35 Paragear 14 Sward Sports (Price List) 36/37
Centro de Paracaidismo 41 Performance Designs 44 Symbiosis Suits 4
Cypres 1 Performance Designs 45 Thomas Sports Equipment Inside Front
Dodington’s (Altimaster service) 39 Perris Valley Inside Back West Mercia Insurance 34

Altimaster Service Centre 28 HIGH STREET, WHITCHURCH 
SHROPSHIRE Telephone: Whitchurch 

(0948) 2179 or (0270) 629807

S p o rt  April / May 1993

Parachutist
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Photo by Steve Scott

W hen deciding where to go fo r  
our training camp the RAF- 

SPA 8- Way team looked fo r  the obvi
ous facilities. Good weather, a capable 
aircraft, a ll facilities fo r  jum ping and  
non jum ping days and firs t class 
coaching all a t a reasonable price.

After some deliberation we decided on 
trying somewhere new. Eloy, in Arizona, 
seemed to have everything we would need. 
Arizona July may not seem to be a good 
idea at first but being true Mad Dogs and 
Englishmen we thought we could cope 
OK. So off we went.

The DZ is about 40 miles south of Phoenix 
and just up the road from their old DZ at 
Coolidge. It’s the one you see in the pic
tures of all scrub desert with perfectly sym
metrical green fields, thanks to irrigation. 
It is open all year round but operates on a 
two seasons basis. The ‘on’ season runs 
from October thru May, when they are 
open seven days a week. The ‘off’ season 
is June to September and officially the club 
is closed Tuesdays and Wednesdays but if 
you have a team wishing to jum p they will 
stay open for you. The operation is owned 
and run by Larry and Lilliane Hill, two of 
the nicest and most helpful people you will 
ever meet, in or out of the sport. The DZ

has a hard runway on the far side, well 
away from the domestic area. They have 
enough airplanes to start their own air force 
and currently operate a Twin Otter, a DC3, 
Twin Beech, King Air, aC205 and a C l 85. 
The Westwind is off the road at the mo
ment.

The weather is as good as you’re going to 
get anywhere with blue skies most days. 
W e were there for eleven days and lost two 
half-days due to storms. The rest of the 
time was wall to wall blue skies with a 
daytime high temperature o f 110 degrees. 
The low humidity makes it quite bearable 
though, and is preferable to say Florida in 
May. Having said that you can’t sit out in 
it without serious sunburn risk, and the air 
conditioned packing area and the swim
ming pool are a must. Other facilities in
clude a full time rigging service, courtesy 
of Weird Wayne, and the Bent Prop cafe 
run by the most lovely and gracious Sissy. 
If you forget anything about Eloy, it ain’t 
gonna be Sissy.

Accommodation is available both on and 
off the DZ, with air conditioned team 
rooms at reasonable rates. The rooms sleep 
four of eight and all have a fridge to keep 
your beer cold. We negotiated a rate of 150

dollars a week for an 8-Way room, but you 
have to pay a bit more in the peak season.

W e specifically wanted to jum p the Twin 
Otter and Larry was happy to put it in the 
air with just our 8-way plus video on a one 
lift cycle! Take off to run-in was about nine 
minutes and we never got less than 12,500 
feet for a team rate of $14.50. If you’re 
there in the peak season you'll get even 
better rates and teams will always jump a 
twin engine plane. First lift was at 0630, to 
beat the heat of the day, T-shirts and shorts 
are all you need under your jum p suit, right 
from the first lift. The airplanes have in 
flight doors but you certainly don’t need 
them to keep the weather out. Our schedule 
was to do four or five jumps in the morn
ing, with a long break for lunch when the 
sun was at it’s hottest, then another three 
or four in the afternoon. This meant finish
ing by about 6 O ’clock, when we would 
retire to the pool with a cold beer and watch 
the sunsets. There is world class coaching 
and video available too. We hired the serv
ices of George Jicko, ex Coolidge Fource 
for coaching and Kelly W olf for video. The 
rates for both these were reasonable, when 
you consider they had to put up with Pete 
Bath for two weeks.

George insisted that we took a day off after 
the first week so we decided to visit the 
Grand Canyon. It was going to be a four 
hour drive but when Larry heard we were 
going he offered to fly us there. This was 
very typical of the way we were treated by 
Larry and all his staff during our stay. So 
the following day the seats were put in the 
Twin Otter and off we went. After a 70 
minute flight we landed at Grand Canyon 
airport and promptly got a rollicking from 
the authorities, who wanted to know why 
three pairs o f legs were hanging out of the 
door on landing. We had a full day at the 
Canyon and on the way back Larry asked 
if we would like to eat Italian that night. 
That sounded good to us so Larry got on 
the radio to an airfield called Falcon Field, 
an airfield used to train British pilots dur
ing the second World War. After about ten 
minutes we landed, but instead of taxiing 
to the domestic area we taxied across half

April/May 1993
Parachutist
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Photo by Steve Scott

a mile of grass on the far side of the runway 
and parked up right outside the restaurant! 
The posing value was great as we got out, 
climbed the fence, and went inside. After 
our meal we got back on board and took off 
into the might. Only in America could this 
happen, we all agreed.

If you want to go there it’s best to phone or 
fax first, especially if you need coaching, 
video or on-site accommodation. Take your 
docs and a packing card for your reserve, 
but you w on’t be subjected to any lengthy 
‘red tape.’ They take most major credit 
cards, but expect to pay a small surcharge 
if you pay your bill with them. There are 
loads of good eating places nearby, the best 
being the T ruckers’ for breakfast (if Sissy 
will let you go), or the Sizzler in Casa 
Grande. Y ou’ll need a car to get to these.

At the end o f the training camp we tried to 
think of any disadvantages with Eloy but 
we couldn’t think of any. Providing you 
don’t mind seeing the odd rattlesnake or 
scorpion you’ll have a great time (the locals 
swear nobody’s been bitten in years!). Be
cause o f the sprinkler system watering the

grass every night they get hundreds of huge 
toads out at night too. They do get every
where, so check your kit bag out each morn
ing! Watch out for the Dust Devils in the 
heat of the day, and land anywhere but near 
one.

Our 8-way team agreed it is probably the 
best DZ w e’ve been to and we’re going 
back in March for our 4-way training camp. 
You can call Eloy on 602-466-3753 or fax 
on 602-466-4720

Steve Scott RAFSPA

SKYDIVING in SPAIN IS DIFFERENT!

Just how different, you will find out by reading the most recent issue of HIGH 
TIMES, the official newspaper.
It will inform you about our CENTRO de PARACAIDISMO COSTA 
BRAVA, Spain’ s professional full-time parachute centre located on the coast of

HIGH TIMES lists our inexpensive jump rates:
Jump from 12,5000 ft 2’ 600 Pts. - single ticket.

2’ 400 Pts. - block ticket.
2’ 100 Pts. - team ticket.

HIGH TIMES describes our AIT courses, emphasizing the fact that all our 
student’ s jumps are recorded on air-to-air video, and tells about their low tuition: 
AFF courses 155’ 000 - 205’ 000 Pts.

HIGH TIMES lets you know where to spend the nights:
Bunkhouse accommodation 500 Pts. - per night.

Blue skies, Mediterranean sun over white beaches, turbine-powered A/C, modem 
facilities, and the attention provided by our competent and friendly staff; it’ s all 
included in an economic package for an incomparable skydiving vacation! In 
Spain, where SKYDIVING is DIFFERENT!

IIIGII TIMES
There is always something going on at our CENTRO de PARACAIDISMO 
COSTA BRAVA. Boogies, formation skydiving training camps, seminars, non
stop skydiving fun in the most enjoyable setting ...

Find out more about us by ordering your free copy of our HIGH TIMES, the 
official @0^ m  newspaper, from

CENT.RO de PARACAIDISM O 
COSTA BRAVA

Apartado de Correos 194, 17487 Emptiriabrava, Girona, Spain 
Tel + 34 72 45 01 11 - Fax + 34 72 45 07 49

THE CAMERA HELMET

DUAL LOCK 
ATTACHMENT SYSTEM  
suitable for all camera types

designed by 

Leo Dickinson
DROGUE CHUTE: brings the 
helmet safely back to earth

ROTATING 
STILLS-CAMERA 

PLATFORM 
for vertical and 
horizontal stills 

on the same 
skydive

RINGSIGHT 
Newton Cross type

QUICK RELEASE 
to jettison the helmet

MATERIAL COVERED LINER 
With dytter pocket

TWO STRAPS 
for stability and extra security.

Now available with strap on 
outside to reduce drag

Special offer for eprincj 1993 
Reduced to £250  

(available without drogue chut 
for £199)

All enquiries to: 
Steve Clarke 

64a Junction Rd, Andover 
Hampshire SP10 3QX (UK) 

Tel & Fax 0264 359118

Parachutist
April / May 1993
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COMPUTERISED WIND DRIFT 
INDICATOR

A Japanese company announces a new 
spotting aid which, it believes, will prevent 
errors due to misjudgement of altitude 
winds, throw-fonward, exit time and so on.

The system is based on comparison with 
low-altitude OP (Opening Point) estimation 
by the well-tried method of throwing a WDI 
(Wind Drift Indicator). The WDI has the 
advantage of monitoring the actual condi
tions, rather than estimated ones. Determi
nation of the freefall RP (Release Point) 
however, continues to rely merely on 
guesswork, luck, prayer or (in the last re
sort) the Airmet forecast.

The Divine Wind monitor consists of a pow
erful smoke generator with fins, attached to 
a lead weight. It also contains a solid-state 
electronic radio altimeter and a WDI ejec
tor. With its high-efficiency lithium battery, 
the device is about the same size as a 
shoebox.

The device is slung out over the target at 
altitude just like a WDI. Accelerating rapidly 
to 120mph, it simulates a freefaller going 
“down the tube”; a quick and easy change 
of program deploys the motorised fins to 
alter fallrate and sideways wind resistance

to simulate trackers, large FS groups, prob- 
ably-unstable students etc. Optional plug
in modules extend this still further, covering 
such manoeuvres as horny gorillas, stand- 
ups, freestyle after break-off, or even total 
malfunctions (with full printed incident re
port*).

Electronic radio altimeter
transmitter/receiver
(pinpoint altitude accuracy 
using sattelite)

Hurtling through 2,000’ (or higher for CRW 
groups) the radio altimeter detects the 
height and automatically deploys a large 
WDI. The device then continues until it hits 
the ground, when it detonates producing a 
heavy column of orange smoke which is

..Cmilmwh tnmn paya 23
We checked the equipment on the ground 
and found the reserve ripcord still in its 
housing but the handle dislodged from the 
pocket. It was impossible to determine ex
actly how it became dislodged but it must 
have been either on exit (I was front floater 
with another jumper holding my chest 
strap) or in freefall. At breakoff, the other 
skydivers could see the floating handle but
I, of course, could not.

I cannot say why I pulled the cutaway pad 
when there was no way of activating the 
reserve. This was obviously an instinctive 
action. Until that moment, I am sure I was 
perfectly aware of what I was doing and in 
full control of my actions.

I can only assume that once I had classi
fied this as an emergency situation I re
acted automatically, w ithout rational 
thought. I know that during my first mal
function a year ago I experienced a line 
over and decided to cut away. My actions 
were automatic and it was only when I was 
safely under the reserve, with the cutaway 
handle in my right hand the reserve ripcord 
in my left, that I fully realised I has actually 
done it. Only at this stage -  which, inciden
tally, ended in my dropping the cutaway 
pad -  did I again have full control over my 
actions.

The knowledge that I had a Cypres may 
have been present in my subconscious all

the time. My thoughts weren't of me dying, 
but what someone else who was going to 
die might feel.

I experienced no feelings of panic but 
seemed to be very busy doing things. Only 
just before the Cypres fired did I con
sciously remember I had one.

With the benefit of experience, I’d like to 
think that I would react differently in the 
same situation. But I cannot be certain. 
Things are completely different in an emer
gency situation and different rules apply.

I certainly did not act logically during this 
emergency. Thought processes in this 
type of situation are inevitably interrupted 
by the awareness of the rapidly approach
ing impact. My thought switched back and 
forth between the imminent danger and 
the solution to the problem.

Whether my decisions were right or wrong,
I cannot say what would have happened 
had I reacted differently. One thing that 
was definitely correct was the decision I 
made two months before when I bought a 
Cypres. A Cypres is as vitally important on 
a rig as brakes on a motor car.

(Reprinted by permission from Switzer
land’s “FGS-lnfor 5/92.” The incident oc
curred last September at Sitterdorf, Swit
zerland. The translated article was submit
ted by Airtec, manufacturer of the Cypres.)

by Walter Neff

clearly visible even at 15,000’, and which 
also allows the DZ controller to locate and 
recover it for the next flight, using the 
shovel provided.

The WDI, meanwhile, works as normal, 
demonstrating the canopy drift and finally 
coming to Earth, when the cardboard core 
explodes with a brilliant magnesium flare to 
assist detection from altitude. The remain
ing estimation is almost exactly as for a 
WDI -  simply draw the imaginary line from 
flash to target, extend it the same distance 
the other side, and lay off the bearing to the 
smoke column. Since all factors have now 
been accurately measured, this is guaran
teed to put you on the target.

It is such a simple idea that it is difficult to 
imagine why it took so long to invent. Re
programming is simple enough even for the 
average CCI, and the computer has sev
eral other useful options, such as timed 
WDI release delay to allow for the canopy 
which always snivels for a few hundred 
feet, or for French skydivers.

A few minority pressure groups (AEF, FoE, 
DoE, NATO etc) have apparently ex
pressed concern about the effects of a 40 
lb bomb impacting randomly around built- 
up DZs or crowded display arenas, but 
Divine Wind Corporation (the name, we 
understand, coming from a Japanese word 
Kamikaze) point out that spectators would 
naturally be looking upwards and can 
therefore dodge in plenty of time. They 
have suggested, as a goodwill compromise 
to avoid hassle, fitting the device with a 
loud siren; a German company, Stuka 
GmBH, is believed to have some ex-war 
surplus ones. This frankly seems perfectly 
adequate wuffo protection, but sadly there 
is always someone who complains about 
any new idea.

At £299.99 + VAT the device is a little 
expensive compared with a traditional WDI 
(estimated price 0.00001 p) but refills are 
cheap and the device has distinct environ
mental advantages, since the magnesium 
flare inevitably sets fire to the WDI which 
prevents them littering the countryside. Cir
cling time at altitude can be ignored since 
there is no need to circle at 2,000’ watching 
the standard WDI, so it cancels out.

As an introductory offer to British clubs, we 
are pleased to announce the Divine Wind 
at a special promotional price of just 
£249.99 inclusive of a free pack of 12 refills, 
and a free VHS video cassette showing the 
device in action during the performance 
tests, held near Baghdad in February 1991. 
We hope you will publicise this as widely 
as possible to your readers: we understand 
that many of them need it!

E. Hirohita D8783
(Divine Wind Corporation)

* Not available on UK versions.

April I May 1993 SPort
Parachutist
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S E R V I C E  B U L L E T I N

ISSUE DATE: 14 December 1992

BULLETIN NUMBER: 92006

SUBJECT: Change of closing loop of the 
reserve container

STATUS: Mandatory

IDENTIFICATION: The following harness- 
container systems are concerned: JAG
UAR, CAMPUS, CAMPUS 2, GALAXY 
tandem and ATOM, manufactured be
fore 23 November 1992.

BACKGROUND: Packing the reserve with 
a loop longer than necessary may prevent 
the correct opening of the reserve con
tainer. Parachutes de France SA has de
veloped a new closing loop, made of a 
thinner, softer and stronger polyethylene 
line. It eliminates the risk mentioned 
above. The new loop has a tensile strength 
of 315 lbs (as compared to 234 lbs for 
conventional loops).

SERVICE BULLETIN: At the next repack, 
replace the closing loop of the reserve 
container with the new type. Adjust its 
length to obtain proper flap positioning (a 
drawing is provided with the new loops) 
and correct ripcord pull forces. This opera
tion can be performed by any appropriately 
rated rigger.

New loops are available from Parachutes 
de France SA.

COMPLIANCE DATE: Next repack due.

AUTHORITY: Parachutes de France SA, 
Olivier Rhein (quality control manager). 
PO Box 247, 95523 Cergy-Pontoise 
Cedex, France, tel: +33-1-30321633, fax: 
+33-1-30324311.

ACID MESH-PEN

Author-rigger Dan Poynter has pro
duced a new acid-testing device; a felt 
tip acid mesh testing pen This is used to 
mark the fabric; the presence of acid will 
be indicated by a change of colour. The 
colour accurately determines the pH 
level from 4 to 10. A reading of 6 or higher 
indicates the fabric or netting is not 
acidic. An orange or pink colour indi
cates contaminated material.

If the pen stripes reveal acid to be pre
sent, riggers should follow the canopy 
manufacturer’s instructions for correc
tive action.

Send $24.95 for each pen, plus $2 for 
shipping to:
Para Publishing, Dan Poynter, PO Box 
4232-966, Santa Barbara, CA 93 140- 
4232 USA. Tel: (805) 9687277, Fax: 
(805) 968-1379.

For 1993, the BPA will experiment in the 
4-Way ‘Regional’ Formation skydiving 
(FS) competitions with the division of 
entrants into Master, Senior & Intermedi
ate Classes as follows:

Master

Same as old ‘Senior’ rules. Four jumpers 
with no limits on the numbers of jumps each 
member has.

The team completes a round of FS using 
any of the blocks and randoms drawn ran
domly from the FS ‘pool’ completing a se
quence of 5 or 6 points.

Senior

Two team members may have any number 
of jumps and the remaining two members 
must not have more than 1500 jumps be
tween them.

The team completes a round of FS using 
any of the blocks and randoms drawn ran
domly from the FS ‘pool’ completing a se
quence of 4 or 6 points.

Intermediate

One team member may have any number 
of jumps and the remaining three members

must not have more than 1000 jumps be
tween them.

The team completes a round of FS using 
any of 12 specific blocks and 12 specific 
randoms (see below) drawn randomly from 
the FS ‘pool’ completing a sequence of 3 or
4 points.

The ‘Intermediate’ blocks a re :-1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 
9, 12, 13, 17, 20, 21, 22 and the ‘randoms’ 
are:- A, B, E, F, G, H, J, M, N, O, P, Q. These 
are taken from the ‘Nationals Pool’ and will 
stand for 1993.

FXC MODEL 12000 MANDATORY 
UPGRADE SERVICING BULLETIN

Effective 1 December 1992, all Model 
12000’s returned to FXC Corporation, 
Santa Ana for servicing, will be automat
ically upgraded to the latest revision level 
(new production standard), Revision “J”.

Benefit of changes:

1. Altitude control 3-filter modification. 
Explanation: Maintains reliability in the 
event the primary filter becomes blocked 
or plugged by dirt.

2. Replace nylon coated power cable with 
non-coated cable.
Explanation: Prevents potential chaffing 
of the nylon coating after prolonged use 
and improper latching of the power cable.

3. Lightweight aneroid and lightweight 
lever.
Explanation: Reduces shock subjected 
to the altitude control mechanism and 
potential inadvertent firing during main 
canopy deployment if too close to the 
preset release altitude.

4. Replace rubber altitude control hose 
with stainless steel.
Explanation: Increases durability and 
prolongs useful life. Prevents stretching 
which may cause inadvertent firing.

5. Install longer teflon plugs.
Explanation: Protects and maintains in
ternal power cable and operational align
ment.

6. Install trigger housing bushing. 
Explanation: Minimises wearing of the latch 
pivot point during cocking.

SUBSCRIBE TO:

S k y d i v i n g
PARACHUTING’S NEWSMAGAZINE '
The colorful magazine about the equipment, techniques, 

events, people and places of sport parachuting. Free 
sample copy upon request. Foreign subscription rates for 
12 monthly issues: US$26 (surface mail) OR US$48 (air 

mail). Pay by credit card (Visa, MasterCard or AmExp), by 
International Postal Money Order, or by U.S. currency. 

Satisfaction guaranteed or your money back. Order today.

Skydiving Magazine
1725F Lexington Ave. . DeLand, FL USA 32724 

Tel: 904-736-4793 . Fax: 904-736-9786

W a n te d  <&>
‘Video Operators’

I f  you  are in terested  in  b ecom in g  
a v id eo  operator on a regu lar  b a sis . 

P le a se  con tact T R U D Y  a t th e  
B ritish  Parachute A ssociation  

Tel: 0533  78 5 2 7 1
SPort
Parachutist
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Photo by Norman Kent

The PD Sabre is

without a doubt the

undisputed champion of

total performance canopies

Performance Designs Inc.

1300 E. In t i  Speedway Blvd.

Deland, FL 32724 USA

Phone: (904) 738-2224

Fax: (904) 734-8297



1 7 .0 3 . - 0 4 .0 4 .
Ampuriabrava, Spain 
Easter Boogie

0 7 .0 4 . • 1 1 .0 4 .
Gap, France

1 3 .0 4 . - 1 8 .0 4 .
Gorizia, Italy 
Easter Boogie

2 0 .0 4 . - 2 1 .0 4 .
Locarno, Switzerland

2 3 .0 4 . - 2 5 .0 4 .
Ampfing, Germany 
RW  training camp

0 1 .0 5 . - 0 4 .0 5 .
Klatovy, CSFR 
RW  training camp, home 
of the Pink Skyvan

0 7 .0 5 . - 1 8 .0 5 .
Great Britain

2 0 .0 5 . - 2 3 .0 5 .
Aalborg, Denmark Boogie

2 9 .0 5 . - 0 6 .0 6 .
Hercules Boogie, Sweden 
with John LeBlanc

0 9 .0 6 . - 1 0 .0 6 .
Texel Netherlands
1 2 .0 6 . - 1 3 .0 6 .
Spa, Belgium 
Skyfun-Boogie
1 6 .0 6 . - 2 0 .0 6 .
Zwartberg, Belgium 
Pink Boogie
2 2 .0 6 . - 2 3 .0 6 .
Teuge, Netherlands
2 5 .0 6 . - 27 .0 6 . 
MeiBendorf, Germany 
RW  training camp
0 1 .0 7 . - 0 8 .0 7 .
Krakow, Poland 
Boogie with Jerry Bird
0 9 .0 7 . - 1 3 .0 7 .
Kirchberg, Austria 
Pink W ald4te l Boogie
1 7 .0 7 . - 2 0 .0 7 . 
Hartenholm, Germany 
Boogie
2 0 .0 7 . - 0 2 .0 8 .
Sweden
RW  Nationals, Boogie
0 7 .0 8 . - 1 5 .0 8 .
France
ESPACE Boogie

2 1 .0 8 . - 2 2 .0 8 .
Kassel Germany 
Competition

2 3 .0 8 . • 29.08
Hoxter, Germany 
Boogie, record attem pt

0 3 .0 9 . - 0 5 .0 9 .
Strasbourg, France 
Weekend Boogie

1 1 .0 9 . - 1 2 .0 9 .
Freiburg, Germany 
Competition 10way 2 0  way

1 3 .0 9 . - 1 9 .0 9 .
Casale, Italy 
Record Boogie 100

2 0 .0 9 . - 2 6 .0 9 .
Gap, France

2 7 .0 9 . - 0 3 .10 .
Ampuriabrava, Spain 
Boogie

THE PD FAMILY OF
CANOPIES

Performance Designs would like to 
welcome you to the new year, and 
to another exciting season of sky

diving! Once again, our repre
sentative, Edward "Bushman" 

Anderson will be touring Europe 
with PD products. Bushman will 

be attending all the major sky
diving events in Europe with 

PD demo canopies. In between 
these events, he will be visiting 

various drop zones and dealers. 
He will be available for product 
demonstrations, test jumping 
and other product and dealer 

information at these events. 
Bushman will be on hand with 

all our different types of PD 
canopies, so you and our 

customers have the chance 
to jump the PD demos 

you want.

PERFORMANCE DESIGNS INC.
1 3 0 0  INTL. SPEEDWAY BLVD. 
DeLAND, FLORIDA USA 32724  

PH: [904] 738-2224 FAX: (904) 734-8297
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BRITISH PARACHUTE ASSOCIATION
AFFILIATED AND ASSOCIATED CLUBS AND CENTRES

Badminton Parachute Club
Contact J Davis, Tel: 0666 577756

Black Knights Parachute Centre
Week-end and Bank Holiday centre. 1st jump SL courses, 
Radios and Aeroconicals. SL and FF progression to category 
10. WARP. RW, and CRW instruction. Tandems. Air-to-air 
Video available. Cessna 185 (in-flight door). Accuracy pit, 
Canteen, showers, Washing and toilet facilities. Tents and 
caravans on DZ. B & B local. Friendly club. All welcome.
Contact: Bob Parry 
Patty’s Farm 
Hilliam Lane
Cockerham Nr. Lancaster 
Tel: Weekend 0524 791820 
(Midweek) 051 924 5560

Border Parachute Centre
On Northumbrian coast (area of outstanding natural beauty) 
ideal for combining a family holiday. Cessna 205 with in-flight 
door. Visitors most welcome. No membership fees, no hire 
charges (even for squares). Canteen on DZ, bar, restaurant 
and great accommodation at centre, 3 miles. Open weekends, 
occasional Wednesdays (BST) and all last week in May.

Border Parachute Centre
Embleton
Northumberland NE66 3XF 
Tel: Embleton (0665 76)588

British Parachute School
Large airfield only used for parachuting, with unlimited altitude.
Open every day. Visitors welcome. Static line Round and
Square courses, AFF, Tandem and WARP. Progression
encouraged. Cessna 206 and Islander
British Parachute School
The Control Tower
Langar Airfield
Langar
Nottingham
Tel/Fax: 0949 60878

British Skysports, Bridlington
Open Friday, Saturday, Sunday and Bank Holidays. 
(Weekdays by arrangement)
S/L Square, Tandem & AFF. WARP, CRW & Accuracy 
coaching. Student conversion from S/L round to square 
courses.
Cessna 206, video, canteen, shower and toilets. Inexpensive 
local accommodation. Visitors very welcome, friendly 
atmosphere.
Aircare full rigging facility -  with advanced rigger.
Contact: Dave or Nick Johnston
East Leys Farm
Grindale
Bridlington
East Yorkshire Y016 4YB 
Tel: 0836 276188 / 0262 606725

Cornwall Parachute Centre
A different kind of skydiving centre! Cleanest & friendliest 
centre around. Emphasis on having fun and learning. C182 
with inflight door, unrestricted altitude, static line squares, 
R.W. instruction under the Kinesthesia program, creepers, 
video facilities, all types of jumping including R.W. & freestyle, 
good jump prices. Everyone welcome, local accommodation 
available.
Cornwall parachute Centre 
Frans Ranch 
Old Naval Airfield 
St Merryn Cornwall 
Tel: 0841 540691

Devon and Somerset 
Parachute School
Part time club based at Dunkeswell Airfield. Running 1st Jump 
Static Line Courses, Tandem, AFF Courses with very 
experienced instructors who have been running AFF at 
Dunkeswell for 5 years. Student Radio’s, Reserves with 
AADs. Local Accommodation available, Meals available on 
Airfield as well as a Bar.
Devon & Somerset Parachute School
19 Azalea Close
Highfield
Dunkeswell
Nr Honiton
Devon
Tel: 0404 891690

Doncaster Parachute Club
See Target Skysports

Eaglescott Parachute Centre
Open every weekend and also weekdays by arrangement. 
Friendly small club atmosphere with emphasis on safety. All 
students equipped with AADs, helmet radios and GO 
Aeroconicals. RW, CRW, Style and Accuracy pit. Tents and 
caravans on the DZ. Local B&B. If it is windy, you can always 
go surfing! New RAPS Equipment.
Dave Tylcoat
Eaglescott Parachute Centre
Eaglescott Airfield
Ashreigney
Chumleigh
Devon EX18 7PH
Tel: 0769 60726/07693 552

Eglinton Parachute Centre
Ireland’s new and friendly parachute centre, S/L Round to Cat 
10, Student radios. Tandem, Display team, B/B locally, 
Air-to-ground video, stills. Eglinton Airport, Londonderry.

72 Moneydig Road 
Garvagh 
Co Londonderry 
Northern Ireland BT51 5JW 
Head Office: 02665 40757 
DZ: 0504 811863

Fife Parachute Centre
Full time 12-7 from Wednesday to Friday, 9.30-7 Sat and 
Sunday. 1st Jump courses, progression jumps, Tandem, RW 
(WARP system), CRW. Facilities include canteen, bunk beds, 
camping, Islander. B&B locally. DZ visitors welcome.

Fife Parachute Centre 
Errol Airfield 
Grange
Perthshire PH2 7TB 
Tel: 0821 642673

Freebird Skydiving
Lincolnshire’s new parachute centre situated at Manby 
Airfield. A friendly and fun club offering static line courses with 
progression to freefall using radios and AADs. Cessna 206 
and tame seagull! Jumpers of all experience levels welcome. 
Tandem jumps available. Canteen, toilets, good cheap 
accommodation and showers really close. Go karting and 
off-road 4WD on site. Open Fridays (Phone first), and 
weekends. Come and see! Tel: Airfield 0507 327877 Office: 
0780 57587 or 0733 370863
Contact: Chris Donaldson - Chief Instructor
3 Reepham
O rto n
Brimbley
Peterborough PE2 0TS 
Tel: 0733 370863

Halfpenny Green Skydiving Centre
A lively friendly centre geared towards progression. RW & 
CRW instruction. First jump training on both Round and 
Square Canopies also Tandem and AFF instruction. Islander 
aircraft with in-flight doors, and Helicopter. Unrestricted 
altitude, accuracy pit. Bunkhouse, showers, food and bar on 
airfield. Camping and caravan site next door. Open weekends 
and mid-week in summer.
The Airfield 
Bobbington 
Nr Stourbridge 
West Midlands 
Tel: 0384 88293

Headcorn Parachute Centre
Fulltime, 9 to dusk, very active midweek. All levels of 
instruction / progression. Tandem, AFF, RAPS, Rounds, 
WARP, Accuracy. Two Islanders - Free accommodation. 
Cafeteria run by skydivers, parachute club shop on site. 
Competitions, lots of fun, everyone welcome.
Headcorn Airfield 
Headcorn 
Kent TN27 9HX 
Tel: 0622 890 862

Ipswich Parachute Centre
Open 6 days a week (closed Tuesdays). Islander and Turbine 
Pilatus Porter.
Student, RW and CRW instruction by full time staff. Accuracy 
pit, excellent rigging facility.
Food, accommodation, camping and bar on drop zone.
Ipswich Parachute Centre 
Ipswich Airport 
Nacton Road 
Ipswich
Suffolk IP3 9QF 
Tel: 0473 710044

London Parachute School
Weekend club: beginners courses and progression training. 
Farmland DZ. B&B available locally. Aeroconicals, radios, 
boots and helmets loaned free. All welcome at small but 
friendly club. Please telephone beforehand for weekend activity.
London Parachute School 
P.O. Box 18 
Goring on Thames 
Reading RG8 9EW 
Tel: 0249 651909 DZ 
(Weekends) 0860 559112

Merlin Parachute Centre
Open every weekend and bank holiday. Beginners courses, 
excellent student progression, student radios, AADs, boots 
and helmets. Tandem, WARP, AFF, RW/CRW instruction and 
air to air video available. Purpose built training areas, toilet 
and canteen facilties, accuracy pit and Islander aircraft. 
Friendly atmosphere, non members made very welcome. B&B 
and free camping off site.
Merlin Parachute Centre 
Topcliffe, NearThirsk 
North Yorkshire
Tel: Weekends 0748 832521 ext 5367 
Tel: Weekdays 0845 524713

Midland Parachute Centre
Skydive MPC. Great weekend club. Islander, free kit hire, 
video and tandem plus S/L and progression R/W jumping. 
Bunkhouse and showers, bar and cafe on airfield. All 
welcome. Cheapest jump prices in the Country.

Midland Parachute Centre 
The Control Tower 
Windrush Camp 
Burford
Oxfordshire, 0X18 4TW
Tel: (Weekends) 0451 844422 or 844449
(Day/Evenings) 0543 271676

North West Parachute Centre
In fabulous lakeland scenery. RW, CRW, WARP, Kit Hire, BN 
Islander, bunk house, showers etc. Camping on airfield, 
visitors welcome open weekends and bank holidays mostly.
North West Parachute Centre
Cark Airfield
Flookburgh
Nr Grange-Over-Sands
Cumbria
Tel: Airfield 05395 58672/58555 
Tel: Weekdays 0772 720848

Oxon & Northants Parachute Centre
Situated off A422 between Banbury and Brackley. Open every 
weekend, midweek evenings during BST months. Beginners 
S/L courses, radios, freefall progression, kit hire. Cessna 180 
(inflight door) always available.
Friendly atmosphere, visitors very welcome, no membership fee.
Oxon & Northants Parachute Centre 
Hinton-in-the-hedges Airfield 
Steane, Nr Brackley 
Northants
Contact:Mike Bolton 
85 Oak Park Road 
Wordsley, Stourbridge 
W. Mid lands DY8 5YJ 
Tel: 0384 393373

S P o r!
Parachutist
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Peterborough Parachute Centre
Tuesday to Sunday from 0800hr. Skyvan and an Islander. 
AFF, WARP, Tandem. Bunkhouse accommodation, free 
camping, bar, food.
UNRESTRICTED ALTITUDE.
Peterborough Parachute Centre
Sibson Airfield
Wansford
Peterborough
Tel: Elton 0832 280490

Peterlee
Shotton Colliery Airfield, 2 miles west of Peterlee Flyover 
intersection. Open daily up to 8.30pm.
Beginners, Tandem, WARP, CRW, canteen, toilets and indoor 
packing facilities.
Shotton Colliery Airfield
Peterlee
Co. Durham.
Tel: (091) 5171234 (091)3865315 

Scottish Parachute Club
Over thirty years of skydiving in Scotland. Open weekends 
and Friday evenings. C206/207. WARP, RW, CRW, Style, 
Accuracy (pit and electronic pad), air-to-air video. Canteen, 
lounge, video room, shop. Excellent student progression, 
radios, free kit hire. Good camping, B&B nearby.
Scottish Parachute Club 
Strathallan Airfield 
Nr Auchterarder, Perthshire 
Perthshire PH3 1 LA 
Tel: 0764 62572 (Weekends)

Sport Parachute Centre, The
Young progressive centre, operated by Skydivers for 
Skydivers. Student and RW. Progression, AFF, Tandem, 
RAPS, courses. Weekend and midweek evenings at present. 
Aircraft - C182 with others on occasional call. New club 
building, unrestricted altitude. Canteen and accommodation 
available.
The Sport Parachute Centre
Tilstock Airfield
Whitchurch
Shropshire
Tel: 0948 841111

Stirling Parachute Centre
Fulltime parachute training facility set in spectacular scenery. 
Convenient for both Glasgow and Edinburgh and easily 
reached off the M9. Beginners Courses run midweek and 
weekends. Progression from first jump to experienced free fall, 
RW, WARP, CRW, Tandem. Lecture rooms, Indoor training 
and Packing facilities. Camping Available. B&B nearby.
Stirling Parachute Centre
Thornhill
Nr. Stirling
FK83QT
Tel: 0786 870788/Fax: 0786 870748

Target Skysports Parachute Club
Open Fri, Sat, Sun & Bank Holidays - other weekdays by 
arrangement. 1st jump static line courses, tandem jumps, 
excellent student progression - WARP, RW, CRW and AFF 
instruction. Radio helmets, AADs, student and experienced kit 
hire. Cafe, toilet and shower facilities, accommodation, 
caravans and camping. C206, Cherokee-6 and Piper Lance. 
Competitive jump prices everyone welcome. Unrestricted 
altitude.
Target Skysports 
Hibaidstow Airfield 
Hibaldstow, Brigg 
South Humberside 
Tel: 0532 505600 
DZ: 0652 648837

Wild Geese Ireland
Open 7 days a week. NITB approved, with accommodation for 
42, hot showers , full catering. Camping welcome. Daily 
student courses -full indoor training - training to Cat 10, RW, & 
CRW instruction and night jumping. S/L Square courses, AFF, 
Tandem jumping, and Display Team. Kit Hire, AADs, radios, 
Air to Air video and a large accuracy pit with competition pad. 
Cessna 206 and Pilatus Porter PC6 B2H4
Wild Geese Skydiving Centre 
Movenis Airfield 
116 Carrowreagh Road 
Garvagh, Coleraine 
Co. Londonderry, N.lreland 
Tel DZ: 02665 58609 
Fax DZ: 02665 57050 
Dave Penny: 0265 58002
Fax Dave Penny: 0265 58653

OTHER ORGANISATIONS ASSOCIATED TO THE BPA
British Collegiate Parachute Assoc 
Affiliations now due for 1992/93
Anglia Polytechnic Manchester Metropolitan University
Bournemouth University Nottingham University 
Central Lancashire University Oxford 
East Anglia University Queens University Belfast 
Glasgow University Southampton University
Hallam University Sheffield South Bank University 
Hull University St Andrews University
Leeds University Union SPC

C/O Rob & Jo
50 Miller Road, Ribbleton,
Preston, PR1 5QT
Jo Rutherford & Robert Mortimer - Co-Chair 1993 
(No Secretary/Treasurer as of yet)

The Free Fall Company
Peter Allum and Kevin McCarthy have moved from Slipstream 
Adventures to Peterborough Centre. A new Accelerated 
free-fall school, using Sibsons excellent aircraft, facilities and 
unlimited altitude. Also RW/AFF trips to Gap (S.France).
The Free Fall Company 
Sibson Airfield,
Wansford
Peterborough,
Cambs. PE8 6NE 
Tel: 0832 280055

Scottish Sport Parachute Association David Morris Action Sports
Dedicated to the promotion and development of parachuting in 
Scotland. Services provided include equipment grants (Fan 
Trainers, Parachutes, Aircraft, Accuracy Pits, etc), sponsorhip 
of the Scottish National Championships and other 
competitions, provision of the only student progression, 
WARP, and CRW training subsidy system in the world; Rigger 
and instructors training grants and much much more.
Kevin McPhillips (Secretary, SSPA)
1B Rosebery Crescent 
Edinburgh EH12 5JP

Slipstream Adventures
Run by Chris Lynch (current National Formation Skydiving 
Champion) as part of the Headcorn Parachute Club. We are 
the U.K.’s longest running A.F.F. school and have 14 rigs at 
our disposal. We offer expert instruction from expert skydivers 
at all levels.
Slipstream Adventures 
The Airfield,
Headcorn 
Kent TN27 9HX 
Tel: 0622 890862 
Fax: 0622 890641

East Coast Parachute Centre
Currently sharing facilities with the London Parachute School 
at Lewknor Drop Zone.
8 Burns Cresent 
Chelmsford 
Essex CM2 OTS 
Tel:0245 268772

Private AFF instruction with the use of Langar’s facilities and 
aircraft. We can arrange AFF courses in Southern France. 
Kaleidoscope - experts in skydiving promotions, exhibitions, 
stunts and displays.
41 Ellindon 
Bretton North 
Peterborough 
PE38RG 
Tel: 0733 266076

POPS UK
Hon Treas/Sec Michael Allum 
64 Ardleigh Court 
Hutton Road 
Shenfield, Essex 
Tel: 0277 219717

Flying Tigers Airsports
RAPS, AFF & TANDEM.
Flying Tigers Airsports 
PO Box 77 
Chichester
West Sussex P018 0QT 
Tel & Fax: 0243 536373 
Weekends (Cellnet) 0850 861160

OTHER AFFILIATED CLUBS/CENTRES
Army Parachute Assoc.
The Commandant, JSPC
Airfield Camp, Netheravon, Salisbury
Wilts. SP4 9SF
Tel: Bulford Camp 0980 33371 
ext: (Commandant) 8245 
Chief Instructor) 8229 
Staff) 8277

The Red Devils
Queen's Parade
Aldershot
Hants
Tel: 0252 24431 ext 4600/4699 
Contact: Red Devils 
Browning Barracks 
Aldershot, Hants.

RN & RM SPA
Dunkeswell Airfield 
Dunkeswell 
Honiton, Devon 
Tel: 0404 891697/891716

Northern Ireland Services Free-fall 
Club
N.I.S.F.F.C.
Shackleton Barracks 
B.F.P.O. 802 
Tel: Civil 0504 49972 
Military: Limavady 36472

Silver Stars Parachute Team
Duke of Gloucester Barracks
South Cerney
Cirencester
Gloucester GL5 5RD
Tel: 0285 861344/0285 860551 x8259

Cyprus Combined Services 
Parachute Club (CCSPC)
CJSATC Pergamos Camp, B.F.P.O. 58
Tel: from UK
010 357 47 44337 (Office)
010 357 47 44245 (D.Z)
Contact: Club CCI

Joint Services Parachute Centre 
Hong Kong
Borneo Lines, BFPO 1 
Tel: 0-483 7221

RAPA JSPC(L)
Bieiefelderstr. Normandy, Kaserne 
4791 Sennelager 
Tel: 010 495 254 822378 
JSPC(L), STC, Sennelager BFPO 16.

RAFSPA
Weston-on-the-Green 
.Nr Bicester, Oxon 
Tel: 086 989 343

Parachutist



A r C  tired o f  waiting for good weather 
having problems getting o ff student status... 

y O U ... tired o f  jum ping outdated parachute equipm ent
I f  so why not plan a trip to sunny Flagler Beach Florida, USA

Flagler Beach Florida, USA ~
SKYDIVE FLAGLER BEACH dba Flagler Aviation Inc is the home of Rocky Evans, co developer of 
the "Accelerated freefall programme" (AFF). We specialize in AFF instruction and have a 99% pass rate. Our 
student gear is equipped with modem Ram-Air canopies, main and reserve.

Cost for the AFF course (Tjumps) is $1045.00 
**Spedal discount fo r the A FF course (June thru Sept) 1993 =  $875.00** 

WARP instruction available (BPA Coach), Tandem Parachute Jumps and preparation for your AFF 
instructors rating with our AFF Pre - Certification course. Cost $200.00 US (You cover slots in aircraft)

LEARN TO FLY!!
Our flight school has Cessna 152 and 172 aircraft available. Our flight instructor will give you personalized 
instruction to prepare you for your written, oral and practical flight tests. We have a 100% success rate with 
our student pilots.
For the more experienced pilots we also offer instrument and commercial ratings and multi engine training in 
our Seneca 1. Private Pilots training for as little as $2,000

When you' re not training you can relax and enjoy the beach, just five minutes from the airport. 
Accommodation on the beach available.
u------------------  ------------------  ------- -----------

I
F o r fu rth e r in fo rm ation  contact: o r  Terry W arby

F o r T ravel in fo rm ation  in the U K  contact: ft F lag le r A viation  Inc. 222 H igh St,
P a lm er T ravel L td 1 PO  B ox 1636 W est Sunderland ,
P h o n e (0 3 8 4 )3 9 7 2 6 7 B unnell, FI. 32110-1636  U SA S R I 3D II
Fax  (0384) 440071 Phone: 904-437-4547 Phone: 091 567 8080

1 Fax: 904 -437-1004

The Boogie School has graduated to... Boogie Performance
Boogie Performance’ s aims are to:
* Communicate to the skydiver necessary sequential techniques for participation in large FS formations
* to instruct the participant in the necessary skills to take part in Boogies with confidence and safety

Fast progression within a professional environment
Alexis Perry, assissted by Jeff Ronzevalle of the French 8-way team has a packed 1993 schedule

Oates
03 Apr -
24 Apr -
04 May
15 May • 
29 May 
12 Jun
25 Jun 
10 Jul -
16 Aug 
04 Sep
17 Sep 
24 Sep 
09 Oct ■

18 Apr 
02 May

- 09 May
- 23 May
- 06 Jun
- 20 Jun
- 04 Jul 
18 Jul
- 22 Aug 
-12  Sep 
-19  Sep
- 03 Oct 
• 17 Oct

DZ Country Activities
Cassale Italy Boogie Performance, Selection for Italian record
Le Puy France Boogie Performance
Roche/Yon France Boogie Performance, 6-way speed star competition
Colmar France Boogie Performance, 20-way seq, 10-way speed star
Bouloc France competition
Casale Italy Boogie Performance
Langar UK Boogie Performance
La Ferte France Boogie Performance, 20-way speed and sequential competition
La Ferte France Boogie Performance
Bergerac France Boogie Performance
Casale Italy Boogie performance, Sit-down RW with Ph Vallaud and JB
Colmar France Oliver
Tarbes France Italian large formation record, 16 and 20-way sequential

Boogie Performance, 20-way seq: 40-way seq, on Oct 2nd and

Boogie Performance will be at the 1993 Langar Boogie

.CD’
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BodyFlying, Freefall unlimited

AIRODIUM

AIRODIUM AG 
Grodoonia 
CH-8153 Riimlang

Tel: Switzerland (0) 1 817 02 09 
Fax: (0) 1 817 03 84

f e e Special prices for Skydivers
Special teaching-programs for Skydivers
(Relativ work, Freestyle and Fun)




